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__________	3.	Content	Standard:	The	learner	demonstrates	understanding	of	how	Anglo-American	literature	and	other	text	types	serve	as	a	means	of	connecting	to	the	world;	also	how	to	use	ways	of	analysing	one-act	play	and	different	forms	of	verbals	for	him/her	to	skilfully	perform	in	one-act	play	38.	Can	you	hear	me	now?	There	must	be	objective
rights	and	wrongs	in	the	universe.	I	know	why	you	failed	all	your	classes	last	semester.	STEVENSON:	Oh	...	Characters	Students	indicate	a	strong	character.	Unsupported	fact	is	not	upheld	by	evidence	or	facts;	unsubstantiated	(unconfirmed).	Why,	it's	perfectly	idiotic!	(BEAT)	Well,	all	right.	He	waits	on	me	hand	and	foot.	She	suggested	going	to
museum.	What	are	you	going	to	do	to	convince	someone	of	what	you	are	talking	about?	253)	1.	STEVENSON:	Oh,	uh,	Chief	Operator.	STEVENSON'S	MRS.	Dramatic	scenes	are	described	within	the	synopsis.	Important	details	are	included	but	some	might	be	missing.	Student	strives	to	enunciate	and	add	variations,	but	overall	effect	is	flimsy	-	due	to
either	too	much	or	too	little	expression.	And	afterwards	I	remove	the	rings	and	the	bracelets	and	the	jewelry	in	the	bureau	drawer.	How	does	the	speaker	justify	his	joy	of	having	a	telephone?	I've	never	seen	such	inefficient,	miserable	service.	Preliminary	Activity:	TASK	1:	STAGE	PLAY	TICKETS	ON	THE	HOUSE	It‘s	your	lucky	day.	Where	did	I	put
that	...	The	poster	is	attractive	in	terms	of	design,	layout	and	neatness.	For	Conversation,	Press	#	1	By	Michael	Alvear	A	funny	thing	happened	in	the	way	to	communications	revolution:	we	stopped	talking	to	one	another.	c.	15.	Tarpapel	3.	What	literary	device	is	used	here?	STEVENSON:	(FRANTIC)	No,	no!	I've	got	to	speak	to	them	now	or	it	may	be
too	late.	Why	is	it	that	the	more	connected	we	get,	the	more	disconnected	I	feel?	Group	4	–	RESEARCHERS	List	the	advantages	and	disadvantages	of	communications	technology.	1ST	MAN:	Hello.	Enter	your	answer	in	the	box.	STEVENSON:	Young	woman,	I	don't	know	your	name.	STEVENSON:	Hello,	Elbert?	STEVENSON:	Oh,	why	are	you	so	stupid?
The	author‘s	tone	throughout	the	selection	is	_____________.		An	important	aspect	of	stage	directions	tells	the	actors	their	locations	on	stage.	Indicate	in	which	parts	you	as	the	audience	can	sit.	IT	GOES	THROUGH,	RING	AFTER	LONG	RING	...	SOUND:	OPERATOR	PUTS	CALL	THROUGH	...	8.	She	begins	a	series	of	calls--to	the	operator,	to	the	police,
and	others,	desperate	to	prevent	the	crime.	Piece	contains	some	details.	Application:	TASK	8:	MOCK	RADIO	PLAY	MOCK	RADIO	PLAY	RUBRIC	Criteria	4pts.	Tried	to	get	you	for	last	hour,	but	line	busy.	Admirable	3pts.	So	this	tool	was	designed	for	free	download	documents	from	the	internet.	What	good	does	checking	the	call	do	if	they've	stopped
talking?	people	are	forgetting	how	to	communicate	with	others	2.	our	client	wishes	it	to	look	like	simple	robbery.	Group	4	SPRING	Without	it	I	was	like	a	bear	in	a	cave	Drowsing	through	a	shadowy	winter	It	rings	and	spring	has	come	1.	challenges	the	reader	to	find	answers	to	problems.	In	the	second	commercial,	are	you	convinced	to	buy	the
products	more	than	you‘re	moved	with	the	story	it	presents?	The	telephone	used	to	connect	you	to	the	absent.	Application	TASK	7:	COMPLETE	ME	Based	from	the	radio	one-act	play,	―Sorry,	Wrong	Number”,	complete	the	Theme	Graphic	Organizer.	I'll	call	the	police.	4pts.	This	type	of	stage	creates	quite	an	intimate	atmosphere,	and	is	good	for
drama	that	needs	audience	involvement.	She	went	out	to	supper	at	eleven	o'clock.	Why	doesn't	he?	I'm	a	sick	woman.	44.	B	1.	The	synopsis	must	be	no	longer	than	250	words	long.	8pts.	Vocal	choices	are	specific,	well	thought	out	and	applicable	for	chosen	character(s).	III.	Is	Sorry,	Wrong	Number	a	one-act	play?	Place	them	in	a	pile	(bucket	or	box)	3.
Quarter:	THIRD	Theme:	Connecting	to	the	World	Sub-Theme:	Through	Technology	Performance	Standard:	The	learner	skillfully	performs	in	one-act	play	through	utilizing	effective	verbal	and	non-verbal	strategies	and	ICT	resources	based	on	the	following	criteria:	Focus,	Voice,	Delivery,	and	Dramatic	Conventions.	SOUND:	SHE	DIALS	OPERATOR	...
LEARNING	COMPETENCY	EN9V-IIId-29:	Get	familiar	with	the	technical	vocabulary	for	drama	and	theatre	(like	stage	directions)	Objectives:	1.	Analysis:	TASK	3:	SPOT	THE	DIFFERENCES	Analyse	the	underlined	words	in	Set	A	and	Set	B.	240-242	Group	2:	pp.	Objects	The	objects	included	in	the	infographic	are	repeated	to	support	various	data	points
and	to	make	it	easier	for	the	viewer	to	understand	the	infographic.	STEVENSON:	Oh!	Stop	it!	Stop	it!	Stop	it!	I	can't	stand	any	more.	I	can't	see	why	I	have	to	go	to	all	this	trouble...	STEVENSON:	(RAMBLING,	FULL	OF	SELF-PITY)	I	don't	see	how	it	could	be	busy	all	this	time.	26.	STEVENSON:	(GASPS	IN	HORROR)	GEORGE:	...	Smoking	costs	a	lot	of
money.	Some	good	vocal	choices	are	made	and	presented.	STEVENSON:	(HIGH-HANDED)	I	want	the	nurse's	registry,	at	once.	give	it	to	me	...	criticism	d.	59.	LEARNING	CONTENT	Lesson:	Elements	of	One-Act	Play	Materials:	1.	Though	usually	placed	in	brackets	within	scripts,	they	are	not	spoken.	Group	members	are	vocally	expressive	for	the	most
part.	Ideas	are	in	random	order	and	not	logical.	Originality	Several	of	the	graphics	used	on	the	poster	reflect	a	exceptional	degree	of	student	creativity	in	their	creation	and/or	display.	Listen	to	the	following	statements.	STEVENSON:	(UNNERVED	AND	BREATHLESS)	Operator,	I've	just	been	cut	off.	I	want	a	trained	nurse.	LEARNING	COMPETENCY
EN9LT-IIIe-16:	Analyze	literature	as	a	means	of	connecting	to	the	world	EN9V-IIIe-29:	Get	familiar	with	the	technical	vocabulary	for	drama	and	theatre	(like	stage	directions)	Objectives:	1.	The	graphics	are	made	by	the	student,	but	are	based	on	the	designs	or	ideas	of	others.	Activity:	TASK	1:	GETTING	INTO	THE	WORLD	OF	LAUGHTER	AND	TEARS
A.	You‘ve	heard	from	your	friends	that	a	boy	called	Paris	would	like	to	marry	you.	SOUND:	CLICK	OF	RECEIVER	BEING	PUT	DOWN	ON	MRS.	What	are	you	doing	it	for?	GEORGE:	(PLEASED)	Oh	...	Application:	TASK	6:	FUN	IN	ACROSTIC	Now	that	you	have	explored	the	wonders	and	downside	of	a	telephone	and	its	use,	create	an	acrostic	poem
featuring	your	own	version	of	―The	Telephone‖.	But	that	wasn't	the	number	I	overheard.	Student	exhibits	poor	vocal	enunciation	and	no	variations	in	volume	and/or	pitch.	285-286)	P	E	R	N	I	C	I	O	U	S	U	W	R	D	S	A	H	T	S	T	N	D	R	Q	L	S	F	G	W	A	I	S	P	I	I	L	X	C	B	B	S	B	E	N	V	G	J	L	M	W	H	F	A	D	E	A	M	O	O	Q	M	B	F	D	G	A	L	E	D	P	E	L	D	N	M	O	S	L	S	E	N	A
L	T	O	M	B	E	R	S	T	L	S	M	O	P	Q	R	S	T	1.	STEVENSON:	Hello,	Operator,	I	don't	know	what's	the	matter	with	this	telephone	tonight,	but	it's	positively	driving	me	crazy.	I	want	to	hire	her	immediately	for	the	night.	get	out	of	this	bed	for	a	little	while.	―I	loved	that	movie	we	saw	last	night	with	Brad	Pitt.	LEARNING	CONTENT	Lesson:	Sounding	Words
Correctly	-	Voiced	and	Voiceless	TH	Materials:	1.	STEVENSON:	The	Police	Department.	Only	the	coincidence	is	so	horrible.	a.	206,	208	2.	STEVENSON:	53	North	Sutton	Place.	5.	George?	GEORGE:	Yeah,	yeah,	I	make	it	quick.	BUSY	SIGNAL	22.	QUOTATION	WRITING	RUBRIC	1	Does	Not	Meet	2	Partially	Meets	3	Does	Not	Fully	Meet	4	Meets	5
Exceeds	Content/Ideas	Writing	is	extremely	limited	in	communicating	knowledge,	with	no	central	theme.	STEVENSON:	Wha--?	Go	ahead	and	ring.	If	not,	how	can	you	possibly	say	that	torturing	babies	for	fun	could	ever	be	right?	I	have	a	telegram	here	for	Mrs.	What	does	it	convey?	Your	mother	complains	of	dizziness	and	falls	to	the	ground
unconscious.	Perhaps	she	will	be	able	to	help	you.	The	poem	is	written	in	its	proper	forms	with	a	few	mistakes.	STEVENSON:	About	eight	minutes	ago.	Most	of	the	poem	is	creative,	but	appears	to	be	rushed.	STEVENSON:	Miss	Phillips?	(LM,	p.253)	Abstraction:	TASK	6:	FIRMING	UP	Answer	the	following	questions.	STEVENSON:	(RAPIDLY)	Why,	it
was	supposed	to	be	Murray	Hill	7-0093	but	it	wasn't.	Source:	N	I	-	H	E	T	-	N	R	U	O	D	This	stage	is	positioned	at	the	center	of	the	audience	-	i.e.,	there	is	audience	around	the	whole	stage.	Students	fail	to	pronounce	three	or	more	words	with	th	sound	correctly.	This	was	a	wrong	number.	How	do	the	characters	manifest	this	feud?	oh,	they've	decided
something.	Little	expression	is	attempted	or	heard	from	group	members.	Content	Standard:	The	learner	demonstrates	understanding	of	how	Anglo-American	literature	and	other	text	types	serve	as	a	means	of	connecting	to	the	world;	also	how	to	use	ways	of	analysing	one-act	play	and	different	forms	of	verbals	for	him/her	to	skilfully	perform	in	one-
act	play.	The	play	__________________________	is	assigned	with	this	type	of	stage.	May	I	have	your	name,	please?	Most	vocals	are	at	an	appropriate	volume	throughout	the	entire	radio	play.	Very.	Why	doesn't	she	answer?	Create	a	character	map,	setting	illustration,	problem/solution	graphic	organizer,	events	and	theme	graphic	organizer	to	distinguish
features	of	one-act	plays	3.	When	does	the	story	take	place?	CHILL	FACTOR	CHART	Movie	Effect	Mrs.	54.	STEVENSON:	Me?	SOUND:	HANGS	UP	RECEIVER	...	CHIEF	OPERATOR:	(FILTER)	You	want	this	call	checked	purely	as	a	private	individual?	If	you	will	be	a	stage	actor/actress,	do	you	know	stage	directions	if	the	director	prompts	you	during
blockings?	4.	STEVENSON:	(FRANTICALLY	CLICKING	RECEIVER)	Operator!	Operator!	Operator!	Operator!	OPERATOR:	(FILTER)	Your	call,	please?	STEVENSON:	But	I	don't	have	a	Classified!	I	mean	--	I'm	-	I'm	too	nervous	to	look	it	up	--	and	I	-	I	don't	know	how	to	use	the--	OPERATOR:	(FILTER)	I'll	connect	you	with	Information.	Activity:	TASK	2:
PHILIPPINE	TV	ADS	The	students	will	be	shown	three	(3)	TV	commercials	in	the	Philippines.	Source:	52.	STEVENSON:	Police	Department?	Henchley	--	uh,	H-E-N-C	--	INFORMATION:	(FILTER)	One	moment,	please.	Abstraction:	TASK	5:	PRO’S	AND	CON’S	OF	TELEPHONE	USE	Although	telephone	proves	to	have	a	lot	of	benefits,	there	are	still
drawbacks	in	its	use.	I'll	do	no	such	thing!	I	don't	even	know	the	number...	I	won't	answer	it.	Supposing	you	hadn't	broken	in	on	that	telephone	call?	INFORMATION:	(FILTER)	Henchley	Hospital?	Assessment:	Students	with	best	outputs	will	share	their	work	to	the	class.	37.	I'm	in	desperate	trouble.	STEVENSON:	Yes,	yes.	Suspense	and	Atmosphere
TASK	5:	PAIR-SHARE	A	LOVELY	SATURDAY	Students	think	about	their	ideal	Saturday.	What	can	you	say	about	the	words	ending	in	-ing	in	set	A?	You	are	self-responsible	for	your	download.	Individuals	may	even	get	mad	for	saying	no	to	them.	Think	of	how	you	can	still	use	technology	but	lessen	the	expenses.	CHIEF	OPERATOR:	It	depends	on
whether	the	call	is	still	going	on.	Will	you	try	it	for	me,	please?	PETA‘s	―Mga	Kuwento	ni	Lola	Basyang‖	includes	three	stories	that	are	rich	in	morals,	namely	―Ang	Prinsipeng	Mahaba	ang	Ilong,‖	―Ang	Binibining	Tumalo	sa	Mahal	na	Datu,‖	plus	a	new	story,	―Ang	Mahiwagang	Kuba.‖	49.	And	please	--	what	is	the	time?	LEARNING	TASKS
Introduction:	Have	you	already	seen	a	stage	play?	SERGEANT	MARTIN:	(FILTER)	(STOLIDLY)	Well,	we'll	look	into	it,	Mrs.	The	layout	of	the	infographic	includes	all	three	components	-	main	point,	secondary	point,	and	supporting	details	-	but	is	not	organized	in	the	inverted	pyramid	style.	And	when	do	you	expect	her	in?	Nadine	Lustre	should	be	on
STAGE	RIGHT.	Give	me	the	Police	Department	...	Get	one	card	and	act	out	the	conversation	in	the	given	situation.	I've	already	taken	care	of	that!	SERGEANT	MARTIN:	(FILTER)	(A	FAINT	HINT	OF	SARCASM)	Oh,	you	have?	Illustrations	References:	1.	A	couple	of	phrases	or	ideas	may	be	revisited,	but	the	overall	product	is	carefully	written.	GEORGE:
(SAME	DISTINCTIVE	VOICE	AS	IN	BEGINNING	OF	PLAY)	Police	Department?	Use	verbals	in	the	form	of	gerunds	in	making	observations	about	pictures	shown	to	them	4.	The	poem	is	somewhat	written	in	its	proper	form.	As	almost	every	conceivable	contact	between	human	beings	gets	automated,	the	alienation	index	goes	up.	Stevenson.	Her
favourite	activity	is	singing	Abstraction:	Sample	sentences	will	be	given	leading	to	the	discussion	of	the	different	functions	of	a	gerund	in	a	sentence	as	presented	in	the	powerpoint.	C.	Let	it	go	on	ringing.	Did	you	hear	it?	Won‘t	people	see	you	as	jerk	in	refusing	to	help	them?	STEVENSON:	Well,	of	all	the	stupid	--	and	meanwhile	I've	got	to	sit	here	in
my	bed,	suffering	every	time	that	phone	rings,	imagining	everything	...	STEVENSON:	Well,	I	--	Oh,	I	don't	know.	Music/	Sound	Effects	All	music	and	sound	effects	enhance	the	overall	radio	play	in	a	positive	way.	STEVENSON:	Murray	Hill	7-0093.	Preliminary	Activity:	TASK	1:	THE	TELEPHONE	AND	ITS	BEGINNING	1.	I--	Well	--	no	reason.	Plot	and
Plot	Structure	3.	THE	PHONE	RINGS	AGAIN,	ONCE	...	Ms.	Bauer	is	an	incompetent	math	teacher.	Good-night.	Meets	Expectations	3pts.	Use	rectangles	to	represent	the	audience	and	circle	to	represent	the	stage.	Liza	Soberano	should	be	on	UPSTAGE	CENTER.	Analysis:	TASK	3:	UNDERSTANDING	THE	TEXT	Answer	the	following	questions	related
to	the	text	that	you	have	read.	STEVENSON:	Check	it!	Check	it!	That's	all	anybody	can	do!	Oh,	what's	the	use	of	talking	to	you?	I	mean	Murray	Hill	7-	0093	is	my	husband's	office.	I've	no	time	to	be	dialing	...	The	play	is	not	very	original	and	little	creative	storytelling	is	done	or	attempted.	Source:	Source:	plans/word/common-core-graphic-	organizer-
problem-and-solution.php	Abstraction	TASK	6:	REVISITING	THE	RADIO	PLAY	Refer	to	the	one-act	radio	play	script	to	answer	these	questions:	1.	Some	critical	information	is	missing.	We'd	have	to	have	something	more	official.	292)	a.	STEVENSON:	(UNDER	HER	BREATH)	The	thought	of	it!	...	TASK	4:	LISTENING	HUB	TASK	5:	COMPREHENSION
CHECK	A.	OPERATOR:	(FILTER)	You	may	dial	that	number	direct	...	SOUND:	TELEPHONE	RECEIVER	BEING	LIFTED	ON	THE	SAME	LINE	AS	MRS.	Most	of	the	ideas	are	in	logical	order.	OPERATOR:	(FILTER)	Ringing	the	Police	Department.	Familiarize	oneself	with	technical	vocabulary	for	drama	and	theatre	specifically	stage	directions	2.	48.	You
also	hear	this	sound	in	the	middle	of	many	common	words	such	as:	mother,	father,	brother	and	rather.	LEARNING	TASKS	Introduction:	How	do	you	imagine	the	world	without	telephone?	Dhaniel	Padilla	should	be	on	DOWNSTAGE	CENTER.	Dialogues	are	not	included.	Only	it	sounded	so	inhuman	--	so	cold-blooded.	Interactive	English	pp.153-155	4.
Second	Avenue	-	-	the	patrolman	--	the	bridge.	147-148	4.	Relevance	All	graphics	are	related	to	the	topic	and	make	it	easier	to	understand.	1.	highlights	the	author‘s	examples	and	arguments	d.	And	after	all,	I	do	expect	to	pay	this	person	for	attending	me.	Is	-	is	Mr.	Stevenson	there?	Relate	poem	content	to	particular	social	issues,	concerns,	or
dispositions	in	real	life	regarding	the	use	of	telephone	and	other	technologies	II.	Laptop,	Speaker,	Projector	References:	1.	What	two	families	are	feuding?	SOUND:	SHE	HANGS	UP	THE	PHONE	MRS.	In	addition,	they	provide	guidance	for	the	crew	regarding	their	responsibilities,	including	what	the	lighting	should	be	and	any	sounds,	such	as	music,
that	must	be	added.	GEORGE:	In	a	phone	booth.	Vocal	Expression	Group	members	are	vocally	expressive	throughout.	Layout	The	layout	of	the	infographic	adheres	to	the	inverted	pyramid	style	-	main	point	on	top,	secondary	point	next,	and	supporting	details	at	the	bottom.	If	it's	a	live	call,	we	can	trace	it	on	the	equipment.	Group	3	–
MATHEMATICIANS	Make	a	computation	on	how	much	your	weekly	expenses	allotted	for	load	and	phone	bills	amount	to.	May	I	help	you?	STEVENSON:	Ridiculous!	Perfectly	ridiculous!	SOUND:	SHE	DIALS	THE	OPERATOR	...	and	Second	Avenue	--	SERGEANT	MARTIN:	(FILTER)	And	what	was	that	number	you	were	calling?	6pts.	Also,	this	type	of
stage	is	good	for	creating	an	intimate	atmosphere.	SOUND:	OPERATOR	DIALS	UNDER	FOLLOWING	MRS.	STEVENSON:	Oh,	for	heaven's	sake,	I'm	going	out	of	my	mind!	Out	of	my--	SOUND:	SHE	PICKS	UP	THE	RECEIVER	MRS.	e.	ELEMENTS	OF	ONE-ACT	PLAY	DETAILS	1.	Little	or	no	understanding	is	demonstrated.	______	4.	Her	par	time	job,
encoding	data,	gave	her	extra	money.	Listen	to	the	radio	play	and	share	thoughts	regarding	the	values	gained	from	the	text	3.	Provide	evidence	of	information	dissemination	by	taking	pictures	Each	group	will	be	assigned	a	portion	of	the	Sorry,	Wrong	Number‘s	script.	Activity:	TASK	3:	SEARCH	AND	MATCH	Look	for	the	words	in	the	chart	that	match
the	meanings	below.	SEVEN	TIMES	...	The	last	portion	indicates	where	they	should	be	positioned	in	the	stage	layout.	STEVENSON:	Well--	WOMAN:	(FILTER)	Registered	nurses	are	very	scarce	just	now	--	and	our	superintendent	has	asked	us	to	send	people	out	only	on	cases	where	the	physician	in	charge	feels	that	it	is	absolutely	necessary.
Punctuation	may	be	misused.	STEVENSON:	(NOT	COMPLETELY	MOLLIFIED)	But	what	will	you	do?	SHE	PICKS	IT	UP	MRS.	SOUND:	SHE	PICKS	UP	AND	NERVOUSLY	DIALS	THE	NUMBER	DIRECT,	SOUNDING	OUT	THE	NUMBERS	UNDER	HER	BREATH	...	Answer	me!	Who	is	this?	OPERATOR:	(FILTER)	I'll	connect	you	with	the	Chief	Operator.
She	accidentally	overheard	a	conversation	between	two	men	planning	murder.	Online	References	Quarter:	THIRD	Theme:	Connecting	to	the	World	Sub-Theme:	Despite	Differences	in	Points	of	View	Performance	Standard:	The	learner	skillfully	performs	in	one-act	play	through	utilizing	effective	verbal	and	non-verbal	strategies	and	ICT	resources
based	on	the	following	criteria:	Focus,	Voice,	Delivery,	and	Dramatic	Conventions.	The	story	should	be	related	in	an	informal	way.	Group	1:	pp.	How	dare	she?	STEVENSON:	(A	TERRIFIED	NOTE	IN	HER	VOICE)	Stopped.	17.	Some	music	and	sound	effects	distract	from	the	main	content	of	the	radio	play.	RING	THREE	TIMES	OPERATOR:	(FILTER)
Your	call,	please?	The	setting	can	be	location,	weather,	or	time."	Then,	students	have	to	illustrate	their	setting	in	an	illustration	board.	Apply	knowledge	in	recognizing	the	type	of	stage	when	given	the	chance	to	watch	an	actual	play	II.	I'm	an	invalid,	and	I'm	very	nervous,	and	I'm	not	supposed	to	be	annoyed.	Content	Clear	understanding	of
information	in	the	text	is	demonstrated.	There	it	is.	I	never	ma--	SOUND:	THE	CONVERSATION	IS	SUDDENLY	CUT	OFF	...	Punctuation	is	used	incorrectly.	OPERATOR:	(FILTER)	I	will	try	to	check	the	trouble	for	you.	Meaning	and	Originality	Poem	is	creative	and	original.	Use	the	chart	below.	Her	pastime,	baking	cakes,	proved	very	lucrative.
Attractiveness	The	poster	is	exceptionally	attractive	in	terms	of	design,	layout,	and	neatness.	Write	your	answer	on	the	spaces	provided	before	each	number.	WOMAN:	(FILTER)	I	see.	The	title	is	a	pun	on	―Rock	of	Ages‖,	the	five-time	Tony-nominated	rock	musical	featuring	classic	rock	songs	from	‗80s	glam	metal	bands.	A	major	challenge	was
writing	my	persuasive	essay	on	animal	communication.	hostility	b.	Stevenson,	and	see	if	we	can	check	it	with	the	telephone	company.	(LM,	p.293)	B1.	Source:	.	I	will--	MRS.	Don't	worry.	They're	sure	I'm	home.	Every	advance	in	communication	technology	is	a	setback	to	the	intimacy	of	human	interaction.	LEARNING	CONTENT	Lesson:	Gerund	and	Its
Uses	Materials:	1.	Our	art	teacher	encouraged	experimenting	on	different	colors.	OBSTACLE	With	life	in	this	city	being	what	it	is	Each	person	separated	from	friends	1.	STEVENSON:	(IN	A	DESPERATE	WHISPER)	Operator.	Stevenson	is	identified	as	a	querulous	and	self-centered	neurotic.	(AS	IF	AMUSED)	our	client	does	not	wish	to	make	her	suffer
long.	__________	2.	Most	vocals	are	not	at	an	appropriate	volume	throughout	the	entire	radio	play.	Follow	the	guidelines	on	writing	a	synopsis	3.	Likewise,	you	have	to	think	several	times	before	making	a	claim	so	you	can	convince	people	to	believe	you.	The	group‘s	project	was	creating	a	butterfly	garden.	But	if	you	go	on	wasting	all	this	time	--	CHIEF
OPERATOR:	(FILTER)	Why	do	you	want	this	call	traced,	please?	Oh,	please.	STEVENSON:	(NERVOUSLY	QUERULOUS)	If	I	could	only	...	Writing	is	confident	and	clearly	focused.	Is	everything	okay?	STEVENSON:	(TO	HERSELF,	SOBBING)	...	Let	her	know	how	you	feel.	You	don‘t	study.	Supposing	you'd	got	your	husband	the	way	you	always	do.
Prepare	as	many	as	you	can	a	heart	shape	card	with	words	with	th	sound.	STEVENSON:	(BURSTING	OUT	WILDLY)	Oh	--	there	it	is.	What	does	the	speaker	hunger	for?	Other	data	visualization	formats	should	be	chosen	to	best	showcase	the	data	presentation	for	the	viewer`	Fonts	The	infographic	includes	an	appropriate	font	to	both	complement	the
content	and	make	the	text	readable.	STEVENSON:	(TO	HERSELF,	ON	THE	SECOND	RING)	Oh,	why	does	it	take	so	long?	STEVENSON:	Well,	I'd	say	the	whole	thing	calls	for	a	search,	a	complete	and	thorough	search	of	the	whole	city.	Analysis:	TASK	4:	READING	CORNER	Read	―The	Story	of	Romeo	and	Juliet‖	on	pages	286	to	291	of	your	English
module.	STEVENSON:	(HIGH-HANDED)	Well,	it	is	absolutely	necessary.	No	--	I	don't	believe	it.	Post	or	distribute	the	infographics	to	members	of	the	community	(e.g.	relatives,	friend,	neighbors);	and,	3.	Second	Capulet:	'Tis	more,	'tis	more,	his	son	is	elder,	sir;	His	son	is	thirty.	We	believe	everything	in	the	internet	must	be	free.	Who's	calling	me?	(e.g.
front	of	the	stage,	side	of	the	stage)		For	the	play	“Maxie”	(1)	Where	can	you	possibly	sit?	Darling.	__________	5.	SHE	PICKS	IT	UP	INSTANTLY	MRS.	Abstraction:	TASK	3:	FIRMING	UP	Read	the	discussion	below	and	decide	which	among	the	commercials	falls	under	each.	GEORGE:	Yeah,	yeah,	I	know.	LEARNING	TASKS	Introduction:	How	do	you
respond	to	emergency	situations?	STEVENSON:	Oh,	I	think	it's	perfectly	shameful.	STEVENSON:	Well	...	1ST	MAN:	Very	well.	It	is	where	our	story	takes	place.	It‘s	their	unintended	consequences	that	make	me	cringe.	She	gave	a	highhanded	reply	when	she	answered	Sgt.	STEVENSON:	That	--	that	click	--	just	now,	in	my	own	telephone.	The	telephone
operator‘s	failed	attempts	to	connect	to	her	husband‘s	office	number	unnerved	her.	ADVANTAGES	DISADVANTAGES	T	E	L	E	P	H	O	N	E	5.	The	presentation	is	well	put	together	and	organized	but	inconsistently.	I	own	a	cell	phone,	an	ATM	card,	a	voice-mail	system,	and	an	e-mail	account.	The	play	shows	some	originality	and	creativity.	A	knife	will	be
okay.	SYNOPSIS	WRITING	RUBRIC	Source:	www.studyzone.org/testprep/ela4/h/summaryrubric.htm	Assessment:	TASK	5:	MY	LEARNINGS	Complete	the	statement:	This	lesson	enables	me	to	____________________________________	_____________________________________________________________	____________________________________________________________.
LEARNING	COMPETENCY	EN9G-IIIa-21:	Use	verbals	Objectives:	1.	THE	TELEPHONE	IS	PICKED	UP	SERGEANT	MARTIN:	(FILTER)	Police	Department,	Sergeant	Martin	speaking	...	Tracking	of	Events	Arrange	the	events	according	to	their	occurrence	in	the	play.	Exhibit	giving	importance	to	following	proper	format	when	writing	a	play	synopsis	II.
STEVENSON:	(TO	HERSELF,	ON	THE	SECOND	RING)	Why	doesn't	she	answer?	Shows	some	use	of	varied	word	choice.	Uh,	yes,	ma'am.	A	woman’s	purse	is	snatched	in	front	of	you	inside	a	jeepney.	Students	fail	to	pronounce	two	words	with	th	sound	correctly.	t	References:	LM,	p.	Online	References	Quarter:	THIRD	Theme:	Connecting	to	the	World
Sub-Theme:	Despite	Differences	in	Points	of	View	Performance	Standard:	The	learner	skilfully	performs	in	one-act	play	through	utilizing	effective	verbal	and	non-verbal	strategies	and	ICT	resources	based	on	the	following	criteria:	Focus,	Voice,	Delivery,	and	Dramatic	Conventions.	what,	madam?	Oh,	you	ring.	.	Five	to	eleven	...	STEVENSON:
Operator,	I've	been	dialing	Murray	Hill	7-0093	now	for	the	last	three	quarters	of	an	hour	and	the	line	is	always	busy.	Do	you	realize	you're	driving	me	crazy?	Application:	TASK	5:	POSTER	MAKING	Make	a	poster	depicting	the	importance	of	human	interaction	rather	than	the	use	of	communications	technology.	Back	tomorrow	afternoon.	I	could	die
and	you	wouldn't	care.	RINGS	FOUR	TIMES	MRS.	STEVENSON:	(BREATHLESSLY,	ALMOST	TO	HERSELF)	Oh,	no	--	3RD	MAN:	(FILTER)	Do	you	wish	us	to	deliver	a	copy	of	the	message?	And	what	is	the	nature	of	the	case,	madam?	Teacher‘s	Guide	pp.154-159	4.	Content	Standard:	The	learner	demonstrates	understanding	of	how	Anglo-American
literature	and	other	text	types	serve	as	means	of	connecting	to	the	world;	also	how	to	use	ways	of	analysing	one-act	play	and	different	forms	of	verbals	for	him/her	to	skillfully	perform	in	a	one-act	play.	SOUND:	RINGS	THREE	TIMES	...	Source:	34.	LEARNING	CONTENT	Lesson:	Types	of	Stage	and	Stage	Directions	Materials:	1.	Mrs.	They	were
passing	other	people	without	looking	at	them,	saying	hello,	noticing	their	babies	or	stopping	to	pet	their	puppies.	Analyze	the	initial	scenes	of	a	world	renowned	Shakespearean	play	2.	Susie	took	earth	science	instead	of	physics.	Content	Standard:	The	learner	demonstrates	understanding	of	how	Anglo-American	literature	and	other	text	types	serve	as
means	of	connecting	to	the	world;	also	how	to	use	ways	of	analyzing	one-act	play	and	different	forms	of	verbals	for	him/her	to	skillfully	perform	in	a	one-act	play.	Why	does	he	feel	that	way?	Don't	you	worry.	Get	me	the	Police	Department	--	please!	OPERATOR:	(FILTER)	Thank	you.	Option	–	c	__	o	__	c	__	2.	LEARNING	COMPETENCY	EN9LC-IIId-6.5:
Recognize	faulty	logic,	unsupported	facts,	and	emotional	appeal	EN9VC-IIId-4.3/5.3:	Analyze	the	information	contained	in	the	material	viewed	Objectives:	1.	STEVENSON:	You	didn't	try	to	get	that	wrong	number	at	all.	And	now	my	phone	keeps	ringing	and	ringing	and	ringing	and	ringing	every	five	seconds	and	when	I	pick	it	up	there's	no	one	there!
OPERATOR:	(FILTER)	I'm	sorry.	Abstraction:	TASK	4:	FAMILIARIZING	WITH	STAGE	DIRECTIONS	Study	the	stage	layout	below.	Don't	worry.	These	men	sounded	like	killers	--	they're	dangerous,	they're	going	to	murder	this	woman	at	eleven-fifteen	tonight	and	I	thought	the	police	ought	to	know.	―My	only	love	sprung	from	m	only	hate.	STEVENSON:
I	don't	want	you	to	test	it	for	me!	I	want	you	to	put	that	call	through,	whatever	it	is,	at	once!	OPERATOR:	(FILTER)	I'm	afraid	I	cannot	do	that.	WOMAN:	(FILTER)	Well,	I	didn't	hear	it,	madam.	That's	eleven-fifteen,	the	train.	The	student	with	most	cards	by	the	end	of	the	session	wins.	WRITING	AN	ACROSTIC	POEM	RUBRIC	Criteria	Exceeding
Standards	4pts.	STEVENSON:	Dial	it	direct?	Give	the	meaning	of	gerund	2.	LEARNING	CONTENT	Lesson:	“Sorry,	Wrong	Number”	(A	Radio	Play)	by	Lucille	Fletcher	Materials:	1.	STEVENSON:	But--	SERGEANT	MARTIN:	(FILTER)	But	a	clue	of	this	kind	is	so	vague	--	it	isn't	much	more	use	to	us	than	no	clue	at	all.	Sergeant	Martin	speaking.	Pen	and
Paper	References:	1.	Group	2	–	DANCERS	Through	a	dance,	interpret	a	song	that	discusses	the	author‘s	desire	to	have	human	contact	rather	than	use	of	technology	in	communication.	An	ordinary	Jew	was	required	to	wash	and	change	his	clothes	before	visiting	the	inner	court	of	the	temple.	Supporting	Details	All	important	details	are	included.
(LOUDER)	Hello?	STEVENSON:	(TRYING	TO	IMPRESS	HIM)	It	was	a	perfectly	definite	murder.	Alden	Richards	should	be	on	UPSTAGE	LEFT.	The	color	choices	are	fine,	but	too	many	colors	may	have	been	used.	LEARNING	COMPETENCY	EN9LT-IIIa-20.1:	Explain	how	elements	specific	to	a	one-act	play	contribute	to	the	development	of	its	theme
EN9LT-IIIa-16.1:	Identify	the	distinguishing	features	of	Anglo-American	one-act	plays	Objectives:	1.	Now,	now	what's	the	matter?	31.	The	feud	between	the	families	seems	to	be	an	ever-present	concern	for	the	characters.	But	that's	impossible!	The	Police	Department	can't	be	busy.	Make	sure	not	to	fabricate	information.	I	am	going	to	rent	all	of	his
movies,	and	I	am	sure	I‘ll	like	all	of	them.‖	5.	COMMUNICATIONS	TECHNOLOGY	Unit	Advantages	Disadvantages	Telephone	Cell	phone	Fax	Machine	E-mail	Voice	mail	Group	5	–	SINGERS	Compose	a	jingle	about	communications	technology	highlighting	its	importance	but	not	losing	interaction	with	others,	then	sing	it.	Students	who	take	earth
science	instead	of	physics	are	lazy.	Missing	Word	Sentences	Questions	to	Answer:		How	is	th	pronounced	in	the	following	words?	And	why	--	why,	may	I	ask?	__________	10.	Explain	the	reason	for	the	family	feud.	Yes,	I'm	..	PowerPoint	Presentation	2.	I	see	nobody	except	my	maid,	Eloise,	and	--	she's	a	big	girl,	she	weighs	two	hundred	pounds	--	she's	too
lazy	to	bring	up	my	breakfast	tray	and	--	the	only	other	person	is	my	husband,	Elbert.	SOUND:	WESTERN	UNION	HANGS	UP	MRS.	SERGEANT	MARTIN:	(FILTER)	Well,	then,	there's	nothing	for	you	to	worry	about.	Teacher‘s	Guide	pp.	I'm	alone	all	day	and	night.	Teacher‘s	Guide	p.	Student	varies	voice	pitch	and	tone,	and	reflects	some	level	of
expressiveness.	There's	someone	in	this	house.	At	eleven	o'clock.	The	poem	is	not	written	in	its	proper	form.	The	author‘s	purpose	in	writing	the	article	is	to	make	us	realize	that	___________.	206-207	3.	LEARNING	CONTENT	Lesson:	“Romeo	and	Juliet”	(First	Encounter)	by	William	Shakespeare	Materials:	1.	LEARNING	COMPETENCY	EN9WC-IIIa-9:
Compose	forms	of	literary	writing	EN9LC-IIIi-8.2:	Judge	the	relevance	and	worth	of	information/ideas	Objectives:	1.	WOMAN:	(FILTER)	(PAUSING	AS	THOUGH	GLANCING	AT	WRIST	WATCH)	Just	fifteen	minutes	past	eleven....	Now,	if	you'll	just	leave	the	rest	of	this	to	us,	we'll	take	care	of	it.	Sources:	*	lifestyle/theater-review-a-whirlwind-bromance-
in-maxie-the-musicale	*	Sources:	*	*	Sources:	*	review-rak-of-aegis-is-joyful-storm-of-humor-and-music	*	*	Maxie	The	Musical:	Ang	Pagdadalaga	ni	Maximo	Oliveros	is	an	original	Filipino	stage	musical	adapted	from	the	award-winning	movie	Ang	Pagdadalaga	ni	Maximo	Oliveros.	What	makes	the	commercial	convincing?	Illustrations	2.	How	do	Romeo
and	Juliet	interact	with	their	parents?	Just	now	I've	got	a	couple	of	other	matters	here	on	my	desk	that	require	immediate	attention.	SOUND:	ALMOST	INSTANTLY,	THE	PHONE	RINGS	MRS.	Use	another	sheet	of	paper	for	this	task.	During	her	free	time,	Michelle	enjoys	reading.	LEARNING	CONTENT	Lesson:	“For	Conversation,	Press	#	1”	by
Michael	Alvear	Materials:	1.	clock?	STEVENSON:	Disconnected?	We	are	not	associated	with	any	website	in	anyway.	Now	I	want	to	trace	that	call.	STEVENSON:	Butterfield	7-0105.	Everything's	okay.	They	are	to	perform	the	radio	drama.	Take	a	local	rock	band‘s	songs	of	broken	hearts	and	unrequited	love,	add	a	talented	cast	of	singer-actors,	mix
them	up	with	a	compelling	narrative	by	an	award-winning	playwright,	and	you‘ve	got	the	recipe	for	a	successful	rock/comedy	musical.	Role-play	was	organized.	245-246	Group	4:	pp.	Which	parts	of	the	story	can	you	find	heightened	tension	and	suspense?	Less	than	half	of	the	vocals	are	clear	and	easy	to	understand.	In	the	first	commercial,	is	there	any
connection	with	the	tag	line	and	the	situation?	STEVENSON:	(MECHANICALLY)	Good-night.	STEVENSON	HEARS	A	PERSISTENT	BUZZING	SIGNAL	MRS.	LEARNING	COMPETENCY	EN9WC-IIIb-9.4:	Identify	types	and	features	of	a	play	synopsis	EN9WC-IIIe-9.5:	Use	literary	devices	and	techniques	to	craft	a	play	synopsis	Objectives:	1.	You	don't
care,	do	you,	what	happens	to	me?	Familiarize	oneself	with	theatre	related	terminologies	3.	The	IPA	symbol	for	the	voiceless	th	sound	is	/θ/.	INFORMATION:	(FILTER)	You	may	find	out	the	time	by	dialing	Meridian	7-1212.	Elbert	Smythe	Stevenson	of	53	North	Sutton	Place.	To	make	the	/ð/	sound,	place	your	tongue	slightly	between	your	teeth.
Servant:	When	good	manners	shall	lie	all	in	one	or	two	men's	hands	and	they	unwashed	too,	'tis	a	foul	thing.	Lack	of	social	formula	c.	A	Journey	through	Anglo-American	Literature	Learner‘s	Material	for	English	pp.	SOUND:	THE	PHONE	BELL	RINGS	...	Send	away	from	a	country	or	place	as	an	official	punishment
___________________________________________________________	2.	SERGEANT	MARTIN:	(FILTER)	Yes.	(LM,	p.252)	bossy	complaining	soft	tolerant	demoralize	overbearing	1.	8.	Listening	to	Bach‘s	music	helped	the	class	understand	his	greatness.	Exercising	makes	you	feel	good.	―some	consequence,	yet	hanging	in	the	stars‖	has	to	do	with	his	feeling	of
dread?	What	does	the	line?	Making	good	grades	requires	time	and	effort.	A	hazardous	chemical	in	the	Chemistry	Lab	spills	producing	smoke	and	a	suffocating	scent.	Setting	2.	Cut	out	their	picture	and	paste	them	to	their	stage	assignment.	____________________________________________		For	the	play	“Rak	of	Aegis”	(3)	Where	can	you	possibly	sit?	Now,	I	-
I	-	I	simply	fail	to	see	why	you	couldn't	make	that	same	mistake	again	on	purpose	--	why	you	couldn't	try	to	dial	Murray	Hill	7-0093	in	the	same	sort	of	careless	way	--	OPERATOR:	(FILTER)	Murray	Hill	7-0093?	Fair	2pts.	Conceivable	-	p	__	s	s	__	b	l	__	Source:	Source:	Source:	cardsloans/article-2097807/Sold-19-British-bank-	customers-credit-card-
details-avai	lable-Russian-	websites.html	Source:	productivity/	39.	RINGS	FIVE	TIMES	OPERATOR:	(FILTER)	Your	call,	please?	Therefore,	everyone	should	develop	a	good	self-concept.	The	main	idea	is	not	present.	Volume	All	vocals	are	at	an	appropriate	volume	throughout	the	entire	radio	play.	Identify	the	gerund	and	its	uses	in	given	sentences	3.
Compose	an	acrostic	poem	about	the	given	topic	4.	The	audience	faces	one	side	of	the	stage	directly,	and	normally	sits	at	a	lower	height.	STEVENSON:	No.	But	I	really	don't	see	why	all	this	catechizing	is	necessary.	Sensory	Details	Vivid,	detailed	images	and	intensely	felt	emotion	make	the	poem	come	alive.	RINGS	FOUR	TIMES	...	Purposeful	use	of
word	choice.	Clear	sensory	images	are	used	to	portray	ideas	or	emotions	Some	use	of	image,	idea,	or	emotion	Difficult	to	visualize	image	or	emotion	Form	The	poem	is	complete	and	follows	its	intended	form.	206-207	2.	Elena	does	not	mind	lending	the	money.	James	Reid	should	be	on	UPSTAGE	RIGHT	53.	And	they're	--	they're	listening	to	me	now.
SOUND:	OPERATOR	DIALS	MRS.	I	--	there's	someone	listening.	All	graphics	relate	to	the	topic.	STEVENSON:	Oh,	dear	...	STEVENSON:	(STILL	WHISPERING)	I	don't	dare.	Identify	sensory	images	used	in	the	text	4.	Content	Standard:	The	learner	demonstrates	understanding	of	how	Anglo-American	literature	and	other	text	types	serve	as	a	means	of
connecting	to	the	world;	also	how	to	use	ways	of	analysing	one-act	play	and	different	forms	of	verbals	for	him/her	to	skillfully	perform	in	one-act	play.	OPERATOR:	(FILTER)	I'm	sorry.	Quarter:	THIRD	Theme:	Connecting	to	the	World	Sub-Theme:	Through	Technology	Performance	Standard:	The	learner	skillfully	performs	in	one-act	play	through
utilizing	effective	verbal	and	non-verbal	strategies	and	ICT	resources	based	on	the	following	criteria:	Focus,	Voice,	Delivery,	and	Dramatic	Conventions.	Must	have	got	the	wrong	number.	Very	little	characterization	is	heard	or	attempted.	RINGS	THREE	TIMES	INFORMATION:	(FILTER)	Information.	Why	are	friends	disconnected?	How	could	you	--?
Ideas	are	not	in	a	logical	order	because	format	is	not	observed.	What	number	am	I	calling,	please?	this	is	Plaza	4-2295.	The	synopsis	should	begin	at	the	opening	of	the	story	and	told	in	the	same	order	as	the	play,	and	end	at	the	play‘s	conclusion.	MRS.	Source:	2.	He	was	going	to	go	around	for	a	beer	on	Second	Avenue.	This	trick	may	chance	to	scathe
you,	I	know	what:	45.	252)	1.	Causing	great	harm	or	damage	often	in	a	way	that	is	not	easily	seen	or	noticed	___________________________________________________________	4.	Good	evening.	And	what	is	your	name,	madam?	STEVENSON:	Busy?	265-268	3.	isolate	people	b.	CHIEF	OPERATOR:	(FILTER)	Have	you	reported	this	to	the	police?	STEVENSON:
Well,	no,	I	suppose	not.	I'm	sure	that	would	be	the	best	way	to--	SOUND:	SHE	SLAMS	DOWN	THE	RECEIVER	MRS.	3RD	MAN:	(FILTER)	The	telegram	is	as	follows:	Mrs.	STEVENSON:	I	know	that!	SERGEANT	MARTIN:	(FILTER)	How	do	you	know	there	isn't	some	little	house	on	Staten	Island	on	some	little	Second	Avenue	you've	never	even	heard
about?	I	--	I	mean,	why	should	anybody?	STEVENSON:	Where	were	you	just	now?	RINGS	FIVE	TIMES	MRS.	Presentation	is	for	the	most	part	well	put	together,	organized	and	professional.	SOUND:	DIALS	OPERATOR	...	STEVENSON:	(GASPS	IN	EXASPERATION)	OPERATOR:	(FILTER)	If	someone	is	trying	to	dial	your	number,	there	is	no	way	to	check
it	if	the	call	is	coming	through	the	system	or	not	--	unless	the	person	who's	trying	to	reach	you	complains	to	his	particular	operator.	Well	--	it	-	it's	unnerved	me	dreadfully	--	(REACHING	THE	BREAKING	POINT)	--	and	I'm	not	well	--	and	I	feel	so	nerv--	SERGEANT	MARTIN:	(FILTER)	I	see.	What	number	is	this,	please?	Language	is	trite,	vague	or	flat.
Analyze	the	meaning	and	message	of	the	poem	2.	Arguments	and	viewpoints	expressed	fit	role	played.	STEVENSON:	(UNDER	HER	BREATH)	Oh,	dear	...	GEORGE:	Yes,	sir.	Discuss	the	relationships	between	parents	and	children	in	Romeo	and	Juliet	.	LEARNING	CONTENT	Lesson:	Logic,	Facts	or	Appeal	Materials:	1.	Source:	Assessment:	TASK	6:
WRITESHOP	Write	your	own	definition	or	meaning	of	―human	interaction‖	as	if	writing	a	quotation	such	as	that	of	Einstein	that	was	presented	in	the	lesson‘s	introduction.	And	I'm	going	to	report	you	to	your	superiors	for	the	most	unpardonable	rudeness	and	insolence	it's	ever	been	my	privilege--	Give	me	the	business	office	at	once!	OPERATOR:
(FILTER)	You	may	dial	that	number	direct.	How	unspeakably	awful!	SOUND:	SHE	HANGS	UP,	THEN	PICKS	UP	PHONE	AND	DIALS,	MUMBLING	"OPERATOR"	TO	HERSELF,	AMONG	OTHER	THINGS	...	good.	ROLE	PLAY	RUBRIC	CRITERIA	RATING	5	4	3	2	1	Speech	was	clear	with	appropriate	volume	and	inflection.	Graphics	do	not	relate	to	the
topic	OR	several	borrowed	graphics	do	not	have	a	source	citation.	Source:	.	I	mean	(FUMBLING	FOR	WORDS)	--	the	murder	hasn't	been	committed	yet	but	I	just	overheard	plans	for	it	over	the	telephone	--	over	a	wrong	number	that	the	operator	gave	me.	I	was	walking	in	the	park	with	a	friend	recently,	and	his	cell	phone	rang,	interrupting	our
conversation.	STEVENSON:	Well,	can't	you,	for	once,	forget	what	number	I'm	calling	and	do	something	for	me?	Group	Work:	In	strips	of	paper	are	critical	situations.	WOMAN:	(FILTER)	What	was	...	Director	Soxy	Topacio	and	playwright	Layeta	Bucoy	traded	the	film's	melodrama	to	create	a	laugh-out-	loud	comedy.	STEVENSON:	(SHOCKED)	Oh!	...
SOUND:	SHE	DIALS	INFORMATION	...	To	create	an	infographic	informing	the	public	about	local	hotlines	to	contact	during	emergency	situations;	2.	STEVENSON:	(IRRITATED)	Oh,	for	heaven's	sake	...	Show	cooperation	in	performing	the	different	tasks	related	to	the	piece	6.	Do	you	mean	to	tell	me	you	can't	find	out	what	that	number	was	just	now?
SOUND:	TELEPHONE	RINGING	...	SOUND:	SHE	PICKS	UP	RECEIVER	MRS.	Maine	Mendoza	should	be	on	DOWNSTAGE	RIGHT.	Abstraction:	Application	TASK	4:	WRITE	SHOP	In	a	small	group	of	5,	students	will	write	their	own	version	of	the	synopsis	of	the	play	―Sorry,	Wrong	Number‖.	I've	been	trying	to	trace	down	the	call	myself	--	but
everybody	is	so	stupid	--	and	I	guess	in	the	end	you're	the	only	people	who	can	do	anything.	Enter	the	movie	title	on	the	first	column	and	write	on	the	second	column	the	word	to	describe	their	effect	on	you:	suspenseful,	frightening,	horrifying,	terrifying.	What	are	you	going	to	say	when	he	comes	to	speak	to	you.
____________________________________________	Stories	of	magical	spells,	kings,	and	their	kingdoms	are	back	to	enchant	young	audiences	as	Christine	Bellen‘s	“Mga	Kuwento	ni	Lola	Basyang”	returns	to	the	Philippine	Educational	Theater	Association	(PETA).	You	are	given	time	to	work	on	a	rough	script	(15	minutes)	and	then	to	practice	(15	minutes).
Abstraction:	TASK	3:	GAME	OF	HEARTS	Directions:	1.	SOUND:	AS	MRS.	Preliminary	Activity:	TASK	1:	LOOKING	UP	How	do	you	respond	to	an	emergency	situation?	257-258	3.	Oh,	Elbert,	how	could	you?	Adequate	understanding	is	demonstrated.	Readers	Digest	pp.	Her	conversation	with	Sgt.	One	night,	while	she	was	waiting	for	her	husband	to
return	home,	she	picked	up	the	phone	and	called	his	office.	__________	13.	__________	9.	Are	you	familiar	with	the	type	of	stage	used?		In	a	play,	stage	directions	are	instructions	from	the	playwright	to	the	actors	and	stage	crew.	No.	Not	yet.	41.	Demonstrate	active	participation	in	practicing	saying	of	words	with	voiced	and	voiceless	―th‖	sounds	4.	She
picks	up	the	phone	and	accidentally	overhears	a	conversation	through	a	crossline,	between	two	men	planning	to	murder	a	woman	who	lives	near	a	bridge	on	Second	Avenue	at	11:15	at	night	on	that	day.	It	makes	a	noise,	in	case	her	window's	open	and	she	should	scream.	STEVENSON:	(IN	A	SUFFOCATED	VOICE)	I	won't	pick	it	up.	Voice	Student
projects	their	voice	clearly	and	utilizes	their	voice	to	include	variations	of	pitch,	rate,	volume,	and	tone	consistent	to	their	character.	Writing	is	limited	in	communicating	knowledge.	CHIEF	OPERATOR:	(FILTER)	Well	--	I	can	try	tracing	it.	Ellie	loves	playing	in	the	sandbox.	Hello?	29.	Then,	during	the	performances,	they	change	the	scenery	and	handle
the	curtain.	2pts.	283-293	3.	A	good	self-	concept	is	important	in	attracting	a	husband	or	wife.	And,	personally,	I	feel	you	ought	to	do	something	far	more	immediate	and	drastic	than	just	check	the	call.	Application:	TASK	4:	BE	WISE	In	everything	you	do	and	say	you	have	to	be	wise.	3RD	MAN:	(FILTER)	This	is	Western	Union.	__________	12.	1pt.	Main
idea	is	established.	Use	the	diagram	to	list	the	advantages	and	disadvantages	of	using	a	phone.	Whom	do	you	call	for	help?	Source:	/2014/	11/technology-inquirer.jpg	Source:	demonstrating-in-defence-of-their-fishing-turf-14458.html	Source:	Source:	aces-dec-3	Source:	.	OPERATOR:	(FILTER)	One	moment,	please	--	I	will	connect	you.	CHIEF
OPERATOR:	(FILTER)	Thank	you.	STEVENSON:	Nurses'	registry.	LEARNING	CONTENT	Lesson:	Writing	a	Plot	Summary	Materials:	1.	I'm	very	nervous.	255-257	3.	Poems	appear	to	be	thoughtless	or	rushed.	WOMAN:	(FILTER)	Well,	I	really	couldn't	say.	(LM,	p.259)	Mrs.	Activity:	TASK	2:	THE	TELEPHONE	AND	ITS	IMPORTANCE	Analysis:	TASK	3:
BREAKING	BARRIERS	Listen	carefully	as	your	teacher	reads	the	poem,	―The	Telephone‖	by	Edward	Field.	STEVENSON:	Well,	try!	Try!	(TO	HERSELF)	I	don't	see	why	he	doesn't	answer	it...	TASK	4:	PROBLEM	AND	SOLUTION	Students	watch	the	story	of	the	―Three	Little	Pigs‖	and	identify	the	problem	and	the	solution	of	the	problem	in	the	story.
275-276)	Source:	R	T	H	T	U	S	This	stage	is	the	oldest	known	fixed	type	of	staging	in	the	world,	and	it	is	thousands	of	years	old.	The	elements	of	a	one-act	play	are	found	in	the	script.	I'm	sorry.	STEVENSON:	(TO	HERSELF)	Oh,	who's	trying	to	call	me	...	A	Journey	through	Anglo-American	Literature	Learner‘s	Material	for	English	p.	They	also	indicate
the	mood	and	environment	envisioned	by	the	playwright.	Assessment:	TASK	6:	CHECKPOINT	A.	WOMAN:	(FILTER)	We	quite	understand	that,	madam.	Paper	and	Pen	3.	The	font(s)	used	in	the	infographic	make	the	text	almost	unreadable.	Source:	qAWD5c0	Source:	G8eCxors	Source:	pN0Zs	56.	STEVENSON:	Oh,	but	of	course	they	must	have	stopped
talking	to	each	other	by	now.	Illustrate	the	different	types	of	stage.	Now	it	makes	people	sitting	next	to	you	feel	absent.	238-239)	Group	1	Group	2	Group	3	GRATITUDE	My	happiness	depends	on	an	electric	appliance	And	I	do	not	mind	giving	it	so	much	credit	1.	HELLO!	HELLO!	SOUND:	SHE	SLAMS	DOWN	THE	RECEIVER	...	He's	put	it	down	--	he's
put	down	the	extension	phone.	Ask	them	to	turn	to	their	partners	and	describe	their	day	from	beginning	to	end.	I'm	Mrs.	Writing	is	purposeful	and	focused.	I	--	I	won't	let	them	hear	me.	Now,	look.	LEARNING	COMPETENCY	EN9LT-IIIc-16:	Analyze	literature	as	a	means	of	connecting	to	the	world	EN9LT-IIIg-2.11:	Determine	tone,	mood,	technique,
and	purpose	of	the	author	Objectives:	1.	How	do	you	know	they're	even	talking	about	New	York	at	all?	STEVENSON:	But,	surely,	you	--	SERGEANT	MARTIN:	(FILTER)	Unless,	of	course,	you	have	some	reason	for	thinking	this	call	was	phony	and	--	that	someone	may	be	planning	to	murder	you.	the	police	department	...	GEORGE:	Okay,	okay.	Giving
them	up	isn‘t	an	option---they‘re	great	for	what	they‘re	intended	to	do.	There	are	numerous	spelling	or	grammar	errors,	making	the	poems	difficult	to	understand.	Use	your	design	and	page	layout	skills	and	creativity	to	come	up	with	a	catchy	infographic.	In	which	of	the	commercials	are	you	most	convinced?	Too	early	seen	unknown	and	known	too
late.‖	Abstraction:	TASK	6:	PICK	A	CARD	Group	yourselves	into	two.	Are	they	rebellious,	in	the	modern	sense?	STEVENSON:	Well,	that	doesn't	matter.	Consequences	-	__	u	t	c	__	m	e	4.	Please	speak	louder.	Use	the	checklist	below	in	evaluating.	Most	vocals	are	not	clear	and	easy	to	understand.	You	dialed	it	but	your	finger	must	have	slipped	and	I	was
connected	with	some	other	number	--	and	I	could	hear	them,	but	they	couldn't	hear	me.	Dramatic	scenes	that	propel	the	story	forward,	including	climatic	scenes	should	be	described	within	the	synopsis.	Paul	avoids	using	chemicals	on	the	vegetables	he	grows.	PETA‘s	longest-running	play	coincides	with	the	20th	National	Children‘s	Month,	which
promotes	freedom	of	expression	among	children	and	encourages	them	to	participate	in	public	activities.	Create	infographics	and	disseminate	information	to	the	community	4.	Apply	knowledge	on	stage	directions	in	accomplishing	a	task	in	labeling	a	blank	stage	layout	4.	Activity:	TASK	2:	MUSIC	CORNER	TASK	3:	TOUCHING	YOU,	TOUCHING	ME
View	the	powerpoint	slides	to	be	presented	by	the	teacher	and	respond	to	it	by	interpreting	the	meaning	expressed	in	the	song	―Reach	Out‖	by	Take	That.	It	will	make	you	laugh	out	loud,	cry,	and	then,	laugh	once	more.	LEARNING	TASKS	Introduction:	Have	you	ever	seen	a	stage	play?	He‘s	very	rich	and	handsome	but	not	really	your	type	and	you
don‘t	love	him.	62.	Are	we	to	include	personal	comments	or	evaluation?	What	time	is	it?	To	what	does	the	speaker	compare	man‘s	situation	before	the	advent	of	the	telephone?	Capulet:	Will	you	tell	me	that?	I'm	alone	in	this	house	--	and	I'm	an	invalid	--	and	tonight	I	overheard	a	telephone	conversation	that	upset	me	dreadfully.	Assessment:	TASK	5:
TEST	YOURSELF	Underline	the	gerund	in	the	sentence	and	give	its	use.	I	certainly	dislike	receiving	calls	from	telephone	solicitors.	b.	Explain	your	answer	to	your	partner.	STEVENSON:	(SOBBING	NERVOUSLY)	Oh,	if	Elbert	would	only	come	home!	SOUND:	THE	PHONE	RINGS	SHARPLY,	SEVEN	TIMES	UNDER	THE	FOLLOWING	MRS.	Drama	is
different	from	a	play.	Deliver	lines	from	a	one-act	play	observing	the	correct	pronunciation	of	words	with	―th‖	sounds	3.	Grammar	Proper	use	of	English	spelling	and	grammar	is	used	consistently	throughout	each	poem.	Then,	read	it	with	your	partner.	Understanding	of	Topic	Indicates	a	clear	understanding	of	topic		Good	understanding	of	topic		Fair
understanding	of	topic		Presentation	is	off	topic	Cooperation	All	members	contribute	by	playing	role	well		Some	members	contribute	by	playing	role	well		Few	members	contribute	by	playing	role	well		Group	does	not	work	together	in	playing	their	roles	Presentation	Shows	confidence	Informative	Entertaining;	engages	audience	Speaks	loudly	and
clearly	Appropriate	use	of	body	language		Shows	some	confidence		Presents	some	information		Engages	audience		Can	be	heard		Some	use	of	body	language		Unsure	of	responsibility		Somewhat	informative		Engages	audience	intermittently		Hard	to	hear		Some	movement		Portrayal	stalls		Lacks	information		Audience	bored		Mumbles		Body	language
is	lacking;	inappropriate	Source:	cte.sfasu.edu/wp-content/uploads/2012/01/Skit.doc	Your	neighbor’s	house	is	on	fire.	1ST	MAN:	That's	right.	Look,	lady,	why	don't	you	look	at	it	this	way?	7.	27.	Two	men	were	talking	and	they	were	going	to	murder	some	woman	at	eleven-fifteen	tonight.	You	see,	my	husband	is	away	and	I'm--	WOMAN:	(FILTER)	Have
you	been	recommended	to	us	by	any	doctor	in	particular,	madam?	If	I'm	alone	one	more	second,	I'll	go	mad.	Most	borrowed	graphics	have	a	source	citation.	Stage	directions	relate	the	author's	intentions	for	actors'	entrances,	exits,	movement,	intonation	and	essential	behaviors.	indifference	4.	!	SOUND:	SLAMS	DOWN	RECEIVER	IMPATIENTLY	AND
DIALS	OPERATOR	...	Source:	SLIDE	1	________________________________________	________________________________________	________________________________________	SLIDE	2	________________________________________	________________________________________	________________________________________	SLIDE	3	________________________________________
________________________________________	________________________________________	SLIDE	4	________________________________________	________________________________________	________________________________________	SLIDE	5	________________________________________	________________________________________	________________________________________	9.	Illustration
Boards	References:	1.	Preliminary	Activity:	TASK	1:	PICTURE	ANALYSIS	What	can	you	say	about	these	pictures?	He's	crazy	about	me	--	he	-	he	just	adores	me.	16.	Put	in	the	statements	that	are	satisfied.	THE	RECEIVER	IS	PICKED	UP	AT	THE	OTHER	END	MAN'S	VOICE:	(FILTER)	(HEAVY,	TOUGH	VOICE)	Hello?	You	should	choose	whether	it	is
something	to	believe	or	not.	RINGS	FOUR	TIMES	WOMAN:	(FILTER)	(SOLID,	FIRM,	PRACTICAL)	Henchley	Hospital.	You've	got	to	help	me.	Now	stop	it!	Stop	it!	Stop	it!	HELLO!	HELLO!	I	-	I	-	If	you	don't	stop	ringing	me,	I'm	going	to	call	the	police,	do	you	hear?!	THE	POLICE!	SOUND:	SHE	SLAMS	DOWN	THE	RECEIVER	MRS.	Pen	and	Paper	3.
259	4.	STEVENSON:	(TO	HERSELF)	Call	the	operator	...	Max	became	ill	from	eating	too	much	ice	cream	at	the	party.	What	number	are	you	calling?	In	the	third	commercial,	is	there	an	evidence	supporting	the	claim	that	the	product	is	the	best?	SOUND:	THE	PHONE	PICKS	UP	CHIEF	OPERATOR:	(FILTER)	This	is	the	Chief	Operator.	Group	5
CONNNECTION	I	stretch	and	amble	out	into	the	sunshine	Hungry	again	as	I	pick	up	the	receiver	For	the	human	voice	and	the	good	news	of	friends	1.	Acceptable	2pts.	(WEAKLY)	Oh,	I	hear	him,	I	hear	him.	SOUND:	SHE	PICKS	UP	RECEIVER	AND	DIALS	OPERATOR	...	So	I‘ve	put	myself	on	technology	restrictions:	no	instant	messaging	with	people
who	live	near	me,	no	cell-phoning	in	the	presence	of	friends,	no	letting	the	voice	mail	pick	up	when	I‘m	home.	Do	you	think	they	are	important	in	our	everyday	living?	19.	OPERATOR:	(FILTER)	Your	call,	please?	Rearrange	the	letters	to	find	out	the	term	for	the	particular	stage	and	identify	the	play	assigned	with	this	type	of	stage	in	your	previous
activity.	Projector/Monitor	3.	I'm	-	I'm	very	upset.	You	will	be	picking	a	number	via	draw	lots	and	your	teacher	will	announce	later	to	which	play	you‘ll	be	an	audience.	Faulty	logic	is	a	kind	of	persuasive	technique	having	fault	or	imperfect	reasoning	or	sound	judgment.	57.	STEVENSON:	Depends	on	what?	police	department	...	You	have	decided	to	go
and	talk	to	her.	Pay	particular	attention	to	the	words	with	th	sounds.	240-253	3.	1ST	MAN:	Yeah,	George.	My	health	is	very	poor	and	I've	been	feeling	so	nervous	all	day.	Character	and	Characterization	4.	Exhibit	active	participation	in	discussing	Romeo	and	Juliet	through	collaborative	activities	II.	Soaking	in	a	hot	tub	is	relaxing	after	a	long	day	at
work.	The	miser	hated	spending	money.	The	infographic	is	lacking	one	or	two	of	the	components	of	good	infographic	design	-	main	point,	secondary	point,	or	supporting	details.	STEVENSON:	Operator,	try	that	Murray	Hill	7-0093	number	for	me,	just	once	more,	please.	Helping	a	friend	is	an	automatic	yes	in	your	book.	Think	of	Filipino	horror	or
suspense	movies	that	you	have	watched	and	enjoyed.	How	willing	are	you	to	help	others	caught	in	emergency	situations?	As	though	someone	had	lifted	the	receiver	off	the	hook	of	the	extension	telephone	downstairs.	The	/θ/	is	the	sound	you	hear	in	words	such	as:	thanks,	Thursday,	birthday	and	month,	tongue.	SOUND:	SHE	HANGS	UP	BEFORE	SHE
FINISHES	SPEAKING,	AND	DIALS	NUMBER	EVEN	AS	SHE	SPEAKS	...	Punctuation	is	utilized	when	necessary.	Too	many	different	types	of	objects	are	used	in	the	infographic	and	that	makes	it	hard	for	the	viewer	to	understand	the	content.	Write	e-mail	and	instant	messaging	over	the	Internet,	we	can	now	communicate	without	seeing	or	talking	to
one	another.	Why	doesn't	he	come	home?	All	borrowed	graphics	have	a	source	citation.	Speaker	References:	1.	But	meanwhile	--	CHIEF	OPERATOR:	(FILTER)	I'm	sorry,	Mrs.	__________	11.	RING	THRICE	OPERATOR:	(FILTER)	Your	call,	please?	63.	Analyze	a	selection	and	understand	its	relevance	to	the	modern	world	2.	STAGE	LAYOUT	1.	Operator.
The	events	are	told	chronologically	the	same	manner	as	they	took	place	in	the	story.	K	to	12	Curriculum	Guide	(May	2016)	p.	Oh,	I'm	sorry.	STEVENSON:	Hello...?	Because	it	was	about	a	murder	that	someone's	planning	--	a	terrible,	cold-blooded	murder	of	a	poor	innocent	woman,	tonight,	at	eleven-fifteen.	STEVENSON:	(LOUDER	AND	MORE
IMPERIOUS)	Hello.	Oh	--	oh,	no	--	no,	I	hardly	think	so.	We	are	not	responsible	for	the	content.	(BEAT)	Are	-	are	you	listening	to	me?	Craft	a	play	synopsis	applying	the	techniques	learned	4.	A	script	is	written	conversation	in	a	play.	When	the	air	flows	out	of	your	mouth	it	should	feel	gentle.	She	is	singing	a	rock	song.	275-276	3.	SOUND:	CALL	IS	PUT
THROUGH	MRS.	I	just	want	a	trained	nurse.	The	poet's	intended	meaning	is	confusing	by	several	spelling	or	grammar	errors.	I'll	be	quiet	and	they'll	think...	Worksheets	2.	Paper	and	Pen	References:	2.	Understanding	of	Topic	Indicates	a	clear	understanding	of	topic		Good	understanding	of	topic		Fair	understanding	of	topic		Presentation	is	off	topic
Cooperation	All	members	contribute	by	playing	role	well		Some	members	contribute	by	playing	role	well		Few	members	contribute	by	playing	role	well		Group	does	not	work	together	in	playing	their	roles	Presentation	Shows	confidence	Informative	Entertaining;	engages	audience	Speaks	loudly	and	clearly	Appropriate	use	of	body	language		Shows
some	confidence		Presents	some	information		Engages	audience		Can	be	heard		Some	use	of	body	language		Unsure	of	responsibility		Somewhat	informative		Engages	audience	intermittently		Hard	to	hear		Some	movement		Portrayal	stalls		Lacks	information		Audience	bored		Mumbles		Body	language	is	lacking;	inappropriate	Source:	cte.sfasu.edu/wp-
content/uploads/2012/01/Skit.doc	Sight	Smell	Hearing	Taste	Touch	Different	saturations	of	the	same	color	are	used	wisely.	I	told	you	to	try	Murray	Hill	7-0093	for	me.	(HER	VOICE	IS	HOARSE	WITH	FEAR)	25.	More	than	the	kilig	and	funny	moments,	one	thing	is	for	sure	–	the	play	will	transport	you	back	to	those	days	of	kulitan	with	your	family,
times	when	things	were	simpler.	cfm?sp=yes&code=J2359B	6.	SERGEANT	MARTIN:	(FILTER)	A	lot	of	murders	are	plotted	in	this	city	every	day,	ma'am.	Theater	is	the	same	as	theatre.	TASK	5:	MAKING	CONNECTIONS	A.	STEVENSON:	(FRUSTRATED)	Oh,	dear!	Do	you	have	to	dial?	WOMAN:	(FILTER)	Who	was	it	you	wished	to	speak	to,	please?
STEVENSON:	(HIGH-STRUNG,	DEMANDING)	Well,	can	you	trace	it	for	me?	236-239	3.	STEVENSON:	No.	No.	It's	somewhere	in	the	seventies.	Elbert	Stevenson,	53	North	Sutton	Place,	New	York,	New	York.	And	send	out	squads?	A	VERY	DISTINCTIVE	QUALITY)	Hello.	Synopsis	contains	only	some	details.	Oh,	here	it	is.	Good	night,	ma'am,	and	thank
you.	Keep	happy.	Source:	32.	SOUND:	OPERATOR	DIALS	NUMBER	UNDER	FOLLOWING	MRS.	Pronunciation	Students	are	able	to	pronounce	all	words	with	th	sound	correctly.	How	do	the	parents	feel	about	them?	CARD	2	You	are	15.	He's	working	late	tonight	and	I	was	trying	to	reach	him	to	ask	him	to	come	home.	He's	coming	up...	Staying	at	home
is	her	form	of	relaxation.	He's	coming	up	the	stairs.	Format	Details	are	in	logical	order	because	the	format	is	followed.	What	number	were	you	calling?	In	making	deposit	at	the	bank,	you	can	just	insert	your	card	into	the	ATM.	In	everything	we	do	and	say	we	have	to	be	wise.	(RELIEVED)	Then	-	then	you	can	do	something?	(LM,	pp.	Well	--	I'll	speak	to
Miss	Phillips	as	soon	as	she	comes	in.	I	won't.	STEVENSON:	(IN	A	MORE	SUBDUED	VOICE):	Yes.	B3.	One	or	two	of	the	graphics	used	on	the	poster	reflect	student	creativity	in	their	creation	and/or	display.	Was	Mrs.	__________	7.		Stage	directions	often	tell	actors	how	they	should	speak,	and	these	are	indicated	at	the	beginning	of	lines.	Label	this
stage	layout	with	the	correct	stage	direction	terms.	because	...	"Science	shows	that	the	Earth	is	billions	of	years	old!"	7.	Not	when	he	knows	I'll	be	all	alone.	STEVENSON:	Operator,	for	heaven's	sake,	will	you	ring	that	Murray	Hill	7-0093	number	again?	CHIEF	OPERATOR:	(FILTER)	I	see.	Analysis:	Questions	to	Answer:	1.	OPERATOR:	(FILTER)	I'm
sorry.	Be	guided	by	the	rubric.	Quarter:	THIRD	Theme:	Connecting	to	the	World	Sub-Theme:	Through	Technology	Performance	Standard:	The	learner	skillfully	performs	in	one-act	play	through	utilizing	effective	verbal	and	non-verbal	strategies	and	ICT	resources	based	on	the	following	criteria:	Focus,	Voice,	Delivery,	and	Dramatic	Conventions.
Evidently,	the	untethered	electronic	voice	is	preferable	to	human	contact.	Activity:	TASK	2:	WORD	BANK	Give	a	synonym	for	the	following	words:	1.	DELIVERING	LINES	RUBRIC	Criteria	Exceptional	4pts.	STEVENSON:	Nerves.	Online	References	III.	Form	an	inventory	in	your	mind	with	action	words	ending	in	–ing.	Listen	to	the	radio	excerpt	as	you
read	along	the	copy	of	the	script	in	your	Learner‘s	Material	on	pages	240-251.	__________	6.	Preliminary	Activity:	TASK	1:	BRAINSTORMING	In	writing	a	play	synopsis,	can	we	include	anything	that	does	not	appear	in	the	original	text?	TASK	4:	BONDING	TOGETHER	Students	work	in	five	(5)	groups	to	discuss	the	message	of	the	poem.	292)	B.	______	5.
To	make	the/θ/	sound,	place	your	tongue	slightly	between	your	teeth.	I	-	I	can't	be	alone	tonight.	STEVENSON	KEEPS	MUTTERING	UNDER	HER	BREATH	SERGEANT	MARTIN:	(FILTER)	(BORED	WITH	HIS	NIGHT	DUTY	ASSIGNMENT)	Police	Station,	Precinct	43,	Sergeant	Martin	speaking.	__________	4.	LEARNING	COMPETENCY	EN9F-IIIb-3.11:
Produce	the	English	sounds	correctly	and	effectively	when	delivering	lines	in	a	one-act	play	Objectives:	1.	You	wouldn't	be	so	upset,	would	you?	He	couldn't	do	it.	Some	objects	included	in	the	infographic	are	repeated	but	the	infographic	did	not	seem	to	include	enough	repeated	elements	to	make	it	understandable.	The	teacher	guides	a	discussion
about	setting	by	saying,	"If	we	were	characters	in	a	story,	then	our	classroom	would	be	the	setting.	301)	ROLE	PLAY	RUBRIC	Criteria	Exceptional	4pts.	Theme	6.	It's	my	husband's	office.	Source:	14.	O,	dear,	account,	my	lie	is	a	foe	of	debt!‖	b.	And	warn	your	radio	cars	to	watch	out	--	especially	in	suspicious	neighborhoods	like	mine	--	SERGEANT
MARTIN:	(FILTER)	Lady,	I	said	we'd	take	care	of	it.	Because	...	And	you	dialed	it	for	me.	Stevenson	able	to	connect	to	get	help?	You	do	understand	--	SERGEANT	MARTIN:	(FILTER)	What	is	your	name,	ma'am?	Data	Visualization	The	data	visualization	formats	chosen	make	the	data	presented	easy	for	the	viewer	to	understand	the	information.	Explain
your	answer.	I	enjoy	watching	fireworks	every	31st	of	December.	Work	with	a	partner.	(HYSTERICALLY)	What	time	is	it?	STEVENSON:	Yes!	OPERATOR:	(FILTER)	I'll	try	to	get	it	for	you.	Bam	before	I	turned	in	my	homework	so	I	got	a	bad	grade	on	my	paper.	Online	References	Quarter:	THIRD	Theme:	Connecting	to	the	World	Sub-Theme:	Making	a
Difference	Performance	Standard:	The	learner	skillfully	performs	in	one-act	play	through	utilizing	effective	verbal	and	non-verbal	strategies	and	ICT	resources	based	on	the	following	criteria:	Focus,	Voice,	Delivery,	and	Dramatic	Conventions.	Most	music	and	sound	effects	distract	from	the	main	content	of	the	radio	play	Originality	The	play	is	told	and
performed	in	an	interesting	and	creativity	way.	STEVENSON:	(A	QUERULOUS,	SELF-CENTERED	NEUROTIC)	Oh	--	dear	...	Some	characterization	is	heard	and	attempted.	By	a	tangle	of	subways	and	buses	Yes	my	telephone	is	my	joy	It	tells	me	that	I	am	in	the	world	and	wanted	It	rings	and	I	am	alerted	to	love	or	gossip	I	go	comb	my	hair	which
begins	to	sparkle	Without	it	I	was	like	a	bear	in	a	cave	Drowsing	through	a	shadowy	winter	It	rings	and	spring	has	come	I	stretch	and	amble	out	into	the	sunshine	Hungry	again	as	I	pick	up	the	receiver	For	the	human	voice	and	the	good	news	of	friends	*Source:	"The	Telephone"	by	Edward	Field,	from	Counting	Myself	Lucky.	a	knife...	Attempted	1pt.
Choose	your	answers	from	the	synonyms	in	the	box.	Brief	description	of	the	main	characters	is	given.	3pts.	I	won't,	even	if	it	goes	on	ringing	all	night.	SOUND:	BUSY	SIGNAL	OPERATOR:	(FILTER)	I'm	sorry.	GEORGE:	I	will	make	sure	that	all	the	lights	downstairs	are	out.	235)	ROLE	PLAY	RUBRIC	Criteria	Exceptional	4pts.	You	study.	And	you	know
how	many	bridges	there	are	in	the	city	of	New	York	alone?	GEORGE:	Okay.	A	wound	produced	by	a	pointed	object	or	weapon	___________________________________________________________	3.	Total	Application:	TASK	7:	SENSORY	IMAGES	From	the	excerpted	play	of	Romeo	and	Juliet	identify	the	scenes	that	appeal	to	the	senses.	255	Application:	TASK	4:
PRACTICE	ZONE	Underline	the	gerund	in	each	sentence	and	give	its	use.	STEVENSON:	(NASTY)	I	can	hear	it.	This	instructional	material	was	collaboratively	developed	and	reviewed	by	educators	from	public	and	private	schools,	colleges,	and/or	universi-ties.		When	was	the	first	phone	call?	STEVENSON:	(AGONIZEDLY)	No!	No!	(FURIOUSLY)	Oh,
you're	being	spiteful,	aren't	you?	I	will	call	you--	MRS.	It's	my	civic	duty	and	it's	your	civic	duty	to	trace	that	call	and	to	apprehend	those	dangerous	killers	--	and	if	you	won't...	____________________________________________	Analysis:	TASK	3:	FAMILIARIZING	WITH	TYPES	OF	STAGES	When	you’re	devising	a	drama,	you’ll	need	to	think	about	how	to	stage
your	performance	and	what	type	of	stage	to	use.	271-272	3.	Identify	the	characters,	setting,	problem,	solution,	beginning,	middle,	and	end	of	a	one-act	Anglo-American	play	2.	249-251	12.	invites	the	reader	to	disagree	with	the	author	c.	You	know	the	address?	9.	STEVENSON:	(TO	HERSELF)	Oh,	let	it	ring.	Worksheets	3.	How?	communications
technology	is	interfering	with	human	contact	b.	The	time	and	place	should	be	indicated	at	the	beginning	of	the	synopsis.	A	Journey	through	Anglo-American	Literature	Learner‘s	Material	for	English	pp.	Sample	Infographics	Research.	Share	insights,	feedback,	and	reaction	to	given	situations	that	require	critical	processing	II.	Refer	to	your	text.
Activity:	TASK	2:	VIEWING	View	this	clip	from	A	n	a	l	y	s	i	s	:	The	IPA	symbol	for	the	voiced	th	sound	is	/ð/.	Hurry.	I	need	soothing	--	companionship.	(LM,	p.	STEVENSON:	(IMPATIENT)	Mrs.	After	making	it	clear	that	he	values	employee	"loyalty"	a	supervisor	asks	for	"volunteers"	to	help	a	fellow	supervisor	move	on	the	weekend.	!	Oh,	how	awful.	S/he
will	act	it	out	to	let	their	classmates	guess	the	action	word.	We	need	to	be	a	critical	thinker	to	determine	the	worth	of	our	ideas.	STEVENSON:	(FRANTIC)	Oh,	I	know	it	was	a	wrong	number,	and	I	had	no	business	listening,	but	these	two	men	--	they	were	cold-blooded	fiends	--	and	they	were	going	to	murder	somebody,	some	poor	innocent	woman,	who
was	all	alone	in	a	house	near	a	bridge	and	we've	got	to	stop	them	--	we've	got	to	--	OPERATOR:	(FILTER)	(PATIENTLY)	Uh,	what	number	were	you	calling,	please?	PHONE	RINGS	MRS.	It	is	evident	that	the	poet	put	thought	into	their	words	and	uniquely	conveyed	their	ideas	and	emotions.	OPERATOR:	(FILTER)	The	dial	system	is	automatic.	He	says
the	coast	is	clear	for	tonight.	SORRY,	WRONG	NUMBER	Copy	of	the	Script	SOUND:	NUMBER	BEING	DIALED	ON	TELEPHONE	--	THEN	A	BUSY	SIGNAL	MRS.	INFORMATION:	(FILTER)	The	number	of	Henchley	Hospital	is	Butterfield	7-0105.	Perform	different	tasks	highlighting	the	value	of	human	interaction	4.	LEARNING	TASKS	Introduction:
What	activities	do	you	usually	do	in	your	everyday	living?	Laptop,	Speaker	and	Projector	References:	1.	K	to	12	Curriculum	Guide	(May	2016)	pp.	35.	Sergeant	Martin	speaking	...	(LM,	p.236)	Analysis:	Listen	to	the	song	Reach	Out	by	Take	That.	STEVENSON:	Please!	SOUND:	RINGS	FOUR	TIMES	MRS.	Source:	10.	Duffy	made	her	realize	the
description	of	the	crime	scene	and	victim.	What	is	the	predominant	feeling	of	the	speaker	in	these	lines?	It	holds	the	reader‘s	attention.	As	little	blood	as	possible	...	He's	nearer.	4.	Have	your	students	to	pick	one	and	read.	Pay	particular	attention	to	words	with	voiced	and	voiceless	―th‖	sounds	when	encountered	in	texts	II.	You'll	use	a	knife?
LEARNING	TASKS	Introduction:	―To	believe	in	love,	to	be	ready	to	give	up	anything	for	it,	To	be	willing	to	risk	your	life	for	it,	is	the	ultimate	tragedy.‖	Preliminary	Activity:	TASK	1:	EYES	HERE	Watch	a	music	video	from	popular	romantic	and	tragic	play	―Romeo	and	Juliet‖.	Leaving	for	Boston	eleven	P.M.	tonight,	on	urgent	business.	C.	LEARNING
TASKS	Introduction:	How	well	can	you	distinguish	―th”	sounds?	2ND	MAN'S	VOICE:	(FILTER)	(ALSO	OVER	TELEPHONE	BUT	FARTHER	AWAY	...	threatens	safety	d.	Murray	Hill	7-0093	is	busy.	A	one-act	play	has	all	the	elements	of	drama.	TASK	7:	GETTING	THE	CHILL	1.	154	4.	Some	wires	must	have	crossed	--	I	was	cut	into	a	wrong	number	and	I
--	I	-	I've	just	heard	the	most	dreadful	thing	--	something	about	a	-	a	murder	and	--	operator,	you	simply	have	to	retrace	that	call	at	once!	OPERATOR:	(FILTER)	I	beg	your	pardon?	e.g.	reading,	singing,	dancing,	painting	Activity:	TASK	2:	PICTURE	ANALYSIS	Students	will	be	given	some	pictures	and	they	will	write	on	the	board	what	they	have
observed.	Foster	enthusiasm	in	the	classroom	activities	related	to	the	featured	play	II.	He's	gone.	Source:	O	P	E	U	I	R	C	N	M	S	This	is	a	stage	where	the	audience	sits	on	one	side	only.	1ST	MAN:	I'm	here	with	our	client.	Enrique	Gil	should	be	on	STAGE	LEFT	7.	3.	TASK	3:	SET	IT	IN!	Students,	in	a	group	of	three,	describe	something	they	see	inside
the	classroom.	Love.	Setback	-	__	r	o	__	l	e	__	3.	throw	thanks	with	mother	anything	brother	there	Math	those	thing	their	something	Thursday	father	theme	month	thirst	then	thematic	that	The	'voiced	th'	/ð/	The	'voiceless	th'	/θ/	Assessment:	TASK	5:	SAY	THEM	IN	LINES	Deliver	the	following	lines	taken	from	William	Shakespeare‘s	Romeo	and	Juliet.
GEORGE:	Yeah,	yeah,	I	know.	STEVENSON:	Eleven	o'clock!	But	it's	not	eleven	yet!	(SHE	CRIES	OUT)	Oh	--	oh,	my	clock	has	stopped.	Ah,	this	is	Mrs.	Assessment:	TASK	8:	LIGHTS	CAMERA	ACTION!	1.	Now,	about	this--	MRS.	Writes	related,	quality	sentences,	but	with	little	or	no	details.	______	3.	LEARNING	CONTENT	Lesson:	“The	Telephone”	by
Edward	Field	Materials:	1.	He	couldn't	do	it.	Demonstrate	ease	in	using	gerunds	to	sentences	depicting	pictures	with	local	relevance	II.	The	next	pictures	will	show	you	the	picture	of	the	theatre	for	each	play.	Explain.	Source:		Fill	up	the	requited	information	in	the	Visualization	Plot	Worksheet	below	to	analyze	the	music	video.	The	park	was	filled	with
people	talking	on	their	cell	phones.	php	/topic	/26734-sarah-geronimo-receives-ani-ng-dangal	-award-ncaa-names-her/page-2	Source:	5155435521	28.	What	value	do	people	give	to	the	telephone	when	he	has	the	access	to	it?	Is	the	coast	clear	for	tonight?	Stevenson,	but	I'm	afraid	we	couldn't	make	this	check	for	you	and	trace	the	call	just	on	your	say-
so	as	a	private	individual.	OPERATOR:	(ON	FILTER)	I	will	be	glad	to	try	that	number	for	you.	Hello?!	Oh,	what's	the	matter	with	this	phone?	33.	Laptop	2.	Why	didn't	you	answer	at	once?	A	couple	of	spelling	or	grammar	mistakes	are	evident,	but	do	not	diminish	the	meaning	of	the	poem.	ALL	CLEAR	...	All	borrowed	graphics	have	a	source	citation.	An
emotional	appeal	is	a	method	of	persuasion	appealing	to	both	the	brain	and	the	heart.	Who's	this?	CHIEF	OPERATOR:	(FILTER)	If	the	parties	have	stopped	talking	to	each	other.	But	if	this	keeps	on	much	longer...	I'm	calling	up	to	report	a	murder.	CITY	SCHOOLS	DIVISION	OF	TAYABAS	Tayabas	City	LESSON	EXEMPLAR	Grade	9-English	I.	Clarity	All
vocals	are	clear	and	easy	to	understand	throughout	the	entire	radio	play.	Application:	TASK	5:	WORK	WITH	CELEBRITIES	Below	are	pictures	of	famous	teen	celebrities	nowadays.	The	story	must	be	told	in	the	present	tense	and	in	the	third	person.	It‘s	about	a	12-year-	old	gay	boy	Maxie	fell	in	love	with	a	cop.	Make	a	poster	depicting	the	importance
of	human	interaction	rather	than	the	use	of	communications	technology	5.	(STOLIDLY)	When	was	all	this,	ma'am?	284)	TASK	2:	UNSCRAMBLE	THE	LETTERS	As	Romeo	and	Juliet	is	a	stage	play,	learn	who	are	the	persons	involved	in	the	performance	of	a	play.	Romeo:	Beauty	too	rich	for	use,	for	earth	too	dear!	Tybalt:	Come	hither,	cover'd	with	an
antic	face.	Criteria	Excellent	Good	Below	Average	Ineffective	Main	Idea	Main	idea	is	clear.	Guidelines	in	Writing	a	Play	Synopsis	1.	SERGEANT	MARTIN:	(FILTER)	Second	Avenue	is	a	very	long	street,	ma'am.	But	there	are	ways	of	finding	you	out.	Keep	in	mind	your	responsibilities	as	a	community	member	and	accomplish	your	task	from	there.
Everyone	wants	to	get	married	someday.	A	brief	description	of	the	main	characters	should	be	given	as	they	appear	in	the	story.	She	should	be	kicked	out	of	school.	Make	a	character	diagram.	Bea	is	reading	a	poem.	MAN'S	VOICE:	(AS	THOUGH	HE	HAD	NOT	HEARD)	Hello?	AS	IT	FADES,	WE	HEAR	A	BODY	THUMP	TO	THE	FLOOR	...	He	is	afraid	of
hurting	your	feelings.	Someone	who's	going	to	murder	me.	INFOGRAPHIC	RUBRIC	Component	Exceeds	Expectations	5pts.	STEVENSON:	Please	hurry.	Take	to	Mean	Who	said	the	following	lines	and	why?	10.	SOUND:	SHE	HANGS	UP	MRS.	STEVENSON:	Oh,	don't--	SERGEANT	MARTIN:	(FILTER)	Telephones	are	funny	things.	She	is	"a	big	fat	idiot."
6.	3.	You	remember	everything	else,	George?	STEVENSON:	Hello?	Vocabulary/	Word	Choice	Careless	or	inaccurate	word	choice,	which	obscures	meaning.	Copy	of	the	Text	2.	Fill	in	the	grid	below	with	the	needed	information.	I	heard	their	plans	distinctly.	STEVENSON'S	LINE	MRS.	Duffy	did	not	take	action	on	her	complaint.	I	want	you	to	trace	a
call,	a	telephone	call,	immediately.	We	manage	to	prevent	almost	all	of	'em.	STEVENSON:	(CLICKING	PHONE)	Oh...	Before	mopping	the	floor,	you	must	sweep	it	thoroughly.	Hello,	Hello,	HELLO!	SOUND:	SHE	SLAMS	DOWN	RECEIVER	MRS.	When	telling	the	story,	dialogue	should	not	be	included.	Look	--	it	was	obviously	a	case	of	some	little	slip	of



the	finger.	POSTER	MAKING	RUBRIC	CRITERIA	10pts.	No	graphics	made	by	the	student	are	included.	Identify	the	features	and	format	of	a	play	synopsis	2.	1ST	MAN:	Where	are	you	now?	At	eleven-fifteen	a	train	crosses	the	bridge.	AGAIN,	MRS.	STEVENSON:	(WRETCHEDLY)	Oh	...	Limited	communication	with	strangers	b.	LEARNING	TASKS
Introduction:	Have	you	ever	found	yourself	arguing	with	a	friend	over	something	you	knew	to	be	true	but	you	just	couldn‘t	find	a	way	to	convince	him	to	believe	you?	207	2.	Give	me	the	Police	Department.	STEVENSON:	(TRYING	TO	CALM	HERSELF):	I'm	...	If	it's	been	disconnected,	we	can't.	As	Mayor,	my	top	priority	will	be	improving	education.	I
don't	know	where	it	came	from,	or	who	was	making	it,	but	it's	absolutely	necessary	that	it	be	tracked	down.	Content	Standard:	The	learner	demonstrates	understanding	of	how	Anglo-American	literature	and	other	text	types	serve	as	means	of	connecting	to	the	world;	also	how	to	use	ways	of	analyzing	one-act	play	and	different	forms	of	verbals	for
him/her	too	skillfully	perform	in	a	one-act	play.	I	can't	think	what's	keeping	him	so	long!	OPERATOR:	(FILTER)	I	will	try	it	for	you.	STEVENSON	SIGHS	IN	RELIEF	...	The	line	is	busy.	The	students	will	be	asked	to	watch	a	video	about	the	telephone‘s	short	history.	(LM,	p.257)	______	1.	Now,	now,	look.	Desperate	to	prevent	the	crime,	she	began	a	series
of	calls	–	to	the	operator,	to	the	police,	and	others.	Meeting	Standards	3pts.	______	2.	STEVENSON:	(TO	HERSELF)	I'll	call	the	operator	again.	STEVENSON:	(GETTING	IMPATIENT)	But	the	telephone	company	said	they	couldn't	check	the	call	if	the	parties	had	stopped	talking.	In	the	stage	version,	Bona	is	a	middle-aged,	single	call	center	agent	who
becomes	obsessed	with	Gino	Sanchez	(film	actor	Edgar	Allan	Guzman),	a	contestant	of	the	TV	talent	search	"Star	of	Tomorrow."	She	spearheads	his	fan	club,	Gino's	Angels,	and	stalks	the	wannabe	actor	on	social	networking	sites,	as	well	as	in	mall	tours.	__________	1.	They	heard	my	voice	answer	them	just	now.	I'm	entitled	...	people	are
communicating	less	than	they	did	in	the	past	c.	The	idea	that	bothers	the	author	most	about	the	effect	of	communications	technology	on	his	life	is	_______________.	STEVENSON:	(YELLING	FRENZIEDLY	INTO	PHONE)	Hello!	What	do	you	want?!	Stop	ringing,	will	you?!	Stop	it...!	3RD	MAN:	(FILTER)	Hello,	is	this	Plaza	4-2295?	Application:	TASK	4:	TRY
THIS!	Using	the	following	words	with	the	th	sound	complete	the	table	below.	amusement	c.	SOUND:	MRS.	I	will	try	to	get	them	for	you	later.	Preliminary	Activity:	TASK	1:	WORD	BANK	Fill	in	each	blank	with	the	appropriate	word	from	the	bank.	Who	are	the	characters	in	the	story?	6.	Presentation	Presentation	is	well	put	together,	organized	and
professional.	What	the	Text	Says	Each	group	will	choose	a	question	word.	That's	near	a	bridge.	Work	is	very	repetitive,	and	ideas	are	unoriginal.	SOUND:	SHE	SLAMS	DOWN	THE	RECEIVER	AND	SIGHS	20.	Write	a	one-sentence	answer	of	your	partner	in	the	speech	bubble.	Most	music	and	sound	effects	enhance	the	overall	radio	play	in	a	positive
way.	it's	nearly	eleven	now!	SERGEANT	MARTIN:	(FILTER)	(MORE	FIRMLY)	We'll	take	care	of	it,	lady.	Winning	is	less	important	than	sportsmanship.	STEVENSON:	(TERRIFIED):	But	I	did.	There	is	little	to	no	originality	or	creativity	in	the	presentation	of	the	play.	If	I	could	get	a	breath	of	fresh	air,	just	lean	out	the	window	and	see	the	street	...	He's
scarcely	left	my	side	since	I	took	sick,	well,	twelve	years	ago....	Bucket	with	Hearts	References:	1.	Your	tongue	and	teeth	should	be	touching.	In	fact	(BEGINNING	TO	YELL)	if	someone	doesn't	come	at	once,	I'm	afraid	I'll	go	out	of	my	mind!	WOMAN:	(FILTER)	(CALMLY)	I	see.		How	was	the	first	telephone	invented?	A	penalty	inflicted	on	an	offender
through	judicial	procedure	___________________________________________________________	The	person	who	oversees	the	entire	process	of	staging	a	production	CREORDTI	A	group	of	theatrical	artists	working	together	to	create	theatrical	production.	SOUND:	DIALS	OPERATOR	21.	There	we	were,	walking	and	talking	on	a	beautiful	sunny	day	and	----poof!---
-I	became	invisible,	absent	from	the	conversation	because	a	gadget	designed	to	make	communication	easier.	Someone	downstairs	in	the	kitchen.	Now,	I'm	very	near	the	bridge	and	I'm	not	far	from	Second	Avenue	--	and	I	know	I'd	feel	a	whole	lot	better	if	you	sent	around	a	radio	car	to	this	neighborhood	at	once!	SERGEANT	MARTIN:	(FILTER)	And
what	makes	you	think	the	murder's	going	to	be	committed	in	your	neighborhood,	ma'am?	―Is	she	a	Capulet?	I	met	a	little	boy	with	cancer	who	lived	just	20	miles	from	a	power	line	who	looked	into	my	eyes	and	said,	in	his	weak	voice,	―Please	do	whatever	you	can	so	that	other	kids	won‘t	have	to	go	through	what	I	am	going	through.‖	58.	It	is	not
attractive.	Prepare	what	you	are	going	to	say	to	make	a	good	impression.	Elbert	Stevenson.	The	Queensboro	Bridge,	you	know	and	--	and	-	and	we	have	a	private	patrolman	on	our	street...	Video	Clip	2.	Group	members	are	vocally	expressive	some	of	the	time.	Kathryn	Bernado	should	be	on	DOWNSTAGE	LEFT.	So	my	first	act	of	office	will	be	to	cut
funding	for	our	public	schools.	SERGEANT	MARTIN:	(FILTER)	Maybe	it	was	a	long-distance	call	you	overheard.	Rate	from	1	to	10.	Since	this	is	a	voiced	sound	you	should	feel	your	vocal	chords	vibrate	when	you	make	the	sound.	3.	You	are	rich	and	handsome	and	know	that	you	are	good	catch.	55.	The	majority	of	vocals	are	clear	and	easy	to
understand.	©	Black	Sparrow	Press,	1992.	The	question	―Why	is	it	that	the	more	connected	we	get,	the	more	disconnected	I	feel?‖	_____________.	Role	was	played	in	a	convincing,	consistent	manner.	With	a	partner,	study	the	four	types	of	stage.	Stevenson	is	sick	and	confined	to	her	bed.	Guide	Question:		Who	invented	the	telephone?	Activity:	TASK	2:
LOOKING	CLOSER	Read	the	following	plot	summary	or	synopsis	of	―Sorry,	Wrong	Number‖.	Analysis:	TASK	2:	CHARACTER	MAP	Students	choose	a	seatmate	and	describe	him	or	her	by	completing	the	character	map.	Poor	1pt.	This	is	George	speaking.	THEN	IT	PASSES	AND	WE	HEAR	THE	PHONE	STILL	RINGING	AT	THE	OTHER	END	...	All
graphics	are	related	to	the	topic	and	most	make	it	easier	to	understand.	AGREEING-DISAGREEING	Put	a	check	mark	if	you	agree	with	the	statement;	if	you	disagree.	STEVENSON:	But	I	heard	the	call	on	the	New	York	dialing	system.	Preliminary	Activity:	Students	recall	the	play/drama	they	have	watched	before	and	narrate	the	events	to	the	class.
BNSELNEM	61.	Monitor	and	Speaker	2.	d.	Take	part.	He'll	think	I	am	a	fool!	(PAUSE)	Oh	--	why	doesn't	Elbert	come	home?	47.	Analysis	TASK	3:	SYNOPSIS	CRITIQUING	Analyze	further	the	given	synopsis	above.	STEVENSON	HANGS	UP	MRS.	Thursday,	three,	think,	thin,	thick,	tooth,	thunder,	father		Did	you	notice	any	difference?	(A	LITTLE
PUZZLED)	Hello.	Online	References	Quarter:	THIRD	Theme:	Connecting	to	the	World	Sub-Theme:	Making	a	Difference	Performance	Standard:	The	learner	skilfully	performs	in	one-act	play	through	utilizing	effective	verbal	and	non-verbal	strategies	and	ICT	resources	based	on	the	following	criteria:	Focus,	Voice,	Delivery,	and	Dramatic	Conventions.
The	third	and	fourth	paragraphs	give	emphasis	on	how	cell	phone	___________.	36.	Your	tongue	and	teeth	should	be	touching	lightly.	My	favourite	sport,	running,	takes	a	great	deal	of	effort.	The	presentation	is	completed,	but	poorly	ordered	and	put	together	Source:	Play+Rubric.pdf	Assessment:	TASK	9:	COMMUNITY	INFORMANTS	Group	Mission:	1.
Crossing	Difficulties	Give	the	meaning	of	the	underlined	words	in	these	sentences.	When	she	dialed	again,	she	only	got	a	bland	buzzing	signal	and	heard	the	conversation	on	the	cross	line.	Interpret	the	message	of	the	song.	Less	than	half	of	the	vocals	are	at	an	appropriate	volume	throughout	the	entire	radio	play.	There	must	be	other	lines	available.
OPERATOR:	(FILTER)	What	seems	to	be	the	trouble,	please?	A	change	in	time	is	one	scene	in	a	play.	Write	their	own	act	and	version	of	Romeo	and	Juliet	5.	It	depends.	But	these	are	war	times,	you	know.	I	-	I	mean,	I	merely	felt	very	strongly	that	something	ought	to	be	done	about	it.	If	the	word	is	said	correctly,	the	student	keeps	it;	if	not,	card	goes
back	into	pile.	They're	--	SOUND:	MRS.	Little	to	no	vocal	choices	are	made	or	attempted.	She	became	imperious	when	she	could	not	connect	to	the	number	she	dialed.	STEVENSON:	(TO	HERSELF)	Oh,	I'll	fix	her!	Of	all	the	impudent	...	STEVENSON:	I	-	I	want	the	telephone	number	of	Henchley	Hospital.	Determine	the	tone,	mood,	technique,	and
purpose	of	the	author	in	the	prose	piece	3.	I	thought	it	was	running	down.	STEVENSON:	Hello?!	HELLO!	Stop	ringing	me,	do	you	hear?		Are	you	satisfied	with	how	it	is	written?	I	am	no	Luddite.	One	moment,	please.	Main	idea	is	unclear-	not	specifically	stated	in	the	writing.	The	color	choices	for	the	infographic	are	not	visually	pleasing	and	detract
from	the	infographic.	STEVENSON:	Listen,	here,	you--	Oh,	what's	the	use!	SOUND:	SLAMS	DOWN	THE	RECEIVER	MRS.	Set	B?	Santos	provided	a	rollercoaster	of	entertainment.	51.	If	my	mom	has	a	question,	I	just	leave	the	answer	on	her	machine..	RINGS	FIVE	TIMES	23.	You	must	write	out	the	dialogue	in	modern	English.	Example:	Traverse	Stage
1	2	3	4	Proscenium	In-the-round	Traverse	Thrust	B.	Basic	understanding	of	information	in	text	is	demonstrated.	Illustrate	correctly	the	different	types	of	stage	regarding	the	audience	and	stage	location	3.	The	infographic	includes	multiple	fonts	and/or	the	fonts	do	not	seem	related	to	the	infographics	topic.	Let	us	test	your	critical	thinking	skill	in
determining	the	worth	of	ideas.	Colors	The	color	choices	enhance	the	visibility	of	the	infographic.	282-283	3.	___________________________________________		For	the	play	“Bona”	(2)	Where	can	you	possibly	sit?	Where	does	the	story	take	place?	I've	got	to	talk	to	someone!	OPERATOR:	(FILTER)	What	number	do	you	wish	to	speak	to?	By	the	time	you
tracked	it	down	they'll	already	have	committed	the	murder.	PLEASURE	Yes	my	telephone	is	my	joy	It	tells	me	that	I	am	in	the	world	and	wanted	It	rings	and	I	am	alerted	to	love	or	gossip	I	go	comb	my	hair	which	begins	to	sparkle	1.	Identify	the	statements	which	have	faulty	logic,	unsupported	facts,	or	emotional	appeal.	With	voice	mail,	you	can
conduct	entire	conversations	without	ever	reaching	anyone.	1ST	MAN:	Yeah.	STEVENSON:	No.	No,	thank	you.	Reference:	46.	1ST	MAN:	There	should	be	only	one	light,	visible	from	the	street.	I	asked	you	explicitly	and	all	you	did	was	dial	correctly.	GEORGE:	Yes.	What	the	Text	Means	Answer	the	questions	below.	One	night,	while	waiting	for	her
husband	to	return	home,	she	impatiently	tries	to	locate	him.	__________	15.	STEVENSON:	Will	you	broadcast	it	all	over	the	city?	You	don't	have	to	tell	me.	B.	(WITH	GROWING	TERROR)	Oh,	but	if	I	don't	call	someone	now	while	they're	still	down	there,	there'll	be	no	time...	Role-play	captured	and	maintained	audience	interest.	3RD	MAN:	(FILTER)
Thank	you,	madam.	Produce	words	with	―th‖	sounds	correctly	and	effectively	2.	Preliminary	Activity:	TASK	1:	GUESS	THE	–ING	WORD	Volunteers	will	be	picking	a	slip	of	paper	containing	an	–	ing	word.	SOUND:	RINGS	FIVE	TIMES	MRS.	STEVENSON:	(SOBS,	PITYING	HERSELF)	How	could	you?	At	eleven	o'clock	the	private	patrolman	goes	around
to	the	bar	on	Second	Avenue	for	a	beer.	A	teenager	argues	against	the	family's	vacation	plans	and	mother	responds	by	saying,	"When	you	pay	the	bills,	you	can	make	the	decisions."	3.	STEVENSON	BECOMES	INCOHERENT	WITH	FEAR	AND	BEGINS	TO	SCREAM,	A	TRAIN	APPROACHES	AND	ROARS	OVER	A	NEARBY	BRIDGE	...	284-285)	The	story
begins	with…	A	problem	the	character	has	is	…	They	try	to	solve	the	problem	by…	They	finally	solve	the	problem	when	…	A	male	or	female	person	who	performs	a	role	in	a	play,	television,	or	movie	TRSAIT	The	backstage	technical	crew	responsible	for	running	the	show	In	small	theater	companies	the	same	persons	build	the	set	and	handle	the	load-in.
Are	you	familiar	with	techniques	and	guidelines	on	how	to	craft	a	play	synopsis	if	you	will	be	asked	to	write	one?	Demonstrate	understanding	of	the	theme	presented	in	a	one-act	play	by	explaining	the	elements	that	contributed	to	its	development	4.	OPERATOR:	(FILTER)	The	number	is	in	the	directory	or	you	may	secure	it	by	dialing	Information.	She
lived	in	a	house	near	a	bridge.	You	might	be	curious	to	how	the	seats	of	the	audience	are	arranged	so	you‘ll	check	beforehand.	Arrange	the	letters	on	the	right	to	define	what	is	being	described	on	the	left.	And	there	was	some	third	man	--	a	client	who	was	paying	to	have	this	poor	woman	murdered.	the	advances	in	communications	technology	are
unnecessary	d.	CHIEF	OPERATOR:	(FILTER)	I'm	not	certain.	STEVENSON:	Oh,	for	heaven's	sake.	He's	working	late	tonight,	and	I'm	all	alone	here	in	the	house.	K	to	12	Curriculum	Guide	(May,	2016)	p.	Can	you	track	down	those	men?	Police	Department.	SERGEANT	MARTIN:	(FILTER)	(NOT	TOO	IMPRESSED	BY	ALL	THIS)	Yes,	ma'am.	Her	only
lifeline	is	the	telephone.	I'll	call	you	in	twenty	minutes--	MRS.	Accomplish	the	graphic	organizer	on	the	next	page.	First	Servant:	Away	with	the	joint-stools,	remove	the	court-cupboard,	look	to	the	plate.	OPERATOR:	(FILTER)	The	line	is	busy.	That's	why	they've	been	ringing	me	--	why	no	one	has	answered	me	--	SOUND:	SHE	PICKS	UP	THE	PHONE
MRS.	Poem	is	thoughtful	and	creative.	Present	the	situation	in	a	role	play	(maximum	of	3	minutes)	and	focus	on	depicting	your	solution	if	you‘ll	be	confronted	with	such.	He	remembered	sending	the	fax.	Needs	More	Work	1pt.	Interview	each	other	on	what	one	thinks	is	the	greatest	importance	of	a	telephone.	Preliminary	Activity:	TASK	1:	SHARING
THOUGHTS	How	are	you	going	to	sell	someone	a	product	you	know	nothing	about?	Effective	and	engaging	use	of	word	choice.	Explain	faulty	logic,	unsupported	facts,	and	emotional	appeal	found	in	the	material	viewed	or	listened	to	3.	I	don't	see	how	it	could	be	busy	that	long.	Stevenson	--	Mrs.	The	/ð/	is	the	sound	you	hear	at	the	beginning	of
frequently	used	words	such	as	the,	this,	that,	those.	And	we've	got	to	find	out	what	it	was	immediately!	OPERATOR:	(FILTER)	What	number	did	you	call?	Is	he	capable	of	connecting	to	the	world?	24.	206	2.	A	SECOND'S	PAUSE	...		For	the	play	“Mga	Kwento	ni	Lola	Basyang”	(4)	Where	can	you	possibly	sit?	The	play	__________________________	is
assigned	with	this	type	of	stage.	SOUND:	OPERATOR	DIALS	--	THEN	THE	BUSY	SIGNAL	OPERATOR:	(FILTER)	I'm	sorry.	How	dare	she	speak	to	me	like	that?	Ask	a	few	volunteers	to	share	their	descriptions	with	the	whole	class.	STEVENSON:	(HIGH-HANDED)	Yes.	Source:	V	T	R	A	E	S	E	R	This	is	a	stage	where	the	audience	sits	on	two	sides.
LEARNING	COMPETENCY	EN9LT-IIIa-16:	Analyze	literature	as	a	means	of	connecting	to	the	world	EN9LC-IIId-6.5:	Provide	appropriate	and	critical	feedback/reaction	to	a	specific	context	or	situation	Objectives:	1.	The	poster	is	distractingly	messy	or	very	poorly	designed.	We	encourage	teachers	and	other	education	stakeholders	to	email	their
feedback,	comments,	and	recommendations	to	the	Department	of	Education	at	action@deped.gov.ph.We	value	your	feedback	and	recommendations.Department	of	EducationRepublic	of	the	PhilippinesA	Journey	through	Anglo-American	Literature(Learner’s	Material	for	English)9	1.	Do	you	have	the	street	address?	Why	did	they	stop	ringing	all	of	a
sudden?	reveals	the	author‘s	confusion	about	technology.	If	you	will	hang	up,	I	will	test	it	for	you.	LEARNING	TASKS	Introduction:	Give	your	comments	about	this	quote.	That	was	at	least	five	minutes	ago	and	they	didn't	sound	like	the	type	who	would	make	a	long	call.	provides	convenience	c.	This	is	evident	in	the	poet's	redundancy	or	use	of	cliches.
Faulty	Logic	Unsupported	Facts	Emotional	Appeal	1	2	3	4	5	Assessment:	TASK	5:	CHECKPOINT	Identify	the	statements	which	have	faulty	logic,	unsupported	facts	or	emotional	appeal.	I	understand,	I	tell	you.	Stevenson	Sgt.	It‘s	less	than	250	words.	OPERATOR:	(ON	FILTER)	Ringing	Murray	Hill	7-0093.	STEVENSON:	(CRYING	OUT)	What	-	what	was
that?	You	know	a	very	beautiful	girl	called	Juliet	and	you	would	like	to	marry	her.	STEVENSON:	Mrs.	50.	STEVENSON:	You	can't?!?	Discovering	Traits	Describe	the	characters	by	putting	traits	on	the	strands.	Time	and	place	are	indicated	at	the	beginning	of	the	synopsis.	Capulet:	Go	to,	go	to;	You	are	a	saucy	boy:	is't	so,	indeed?	__________	14.
Teacher‘s	Guide	4.	Can't	you	ring	them	direct?	View	an	informative	video	clip	and	extract	information	from	it	3.	STEVENSON:	Yes,	I	know--	SERGEANT	MARTIN:	(FILTER)	Not	to	mention	Brooklyn,	Staten	Island,	Queens,	and	the	Bronx.	SOUND:	THE	PHONE	SUDDENLY	STOPS	--	THEN	SILENCE	MRS.	Art	Materials	References:	1.	Characterization	is
lacking	for	the	most	part	or	not	apparent.	Below	Standards	1pt.	Good	3pts.	If	not,	what‘s	wrong	with	them?	Why	does	Lady	Capulet	want	Juliet	to	marry	Paris?	Team	Eagles	is	winning	the	game.	I'm	an	invalid,	you	know,	and	it's	the	maid's	night	off	and	I	hate	to	be	alone,	even	though	he	says	I'm	perfectly	safe	as	long	as	I	have	the	telephone	right
beside	my	bed.	They	were	going	to	take	her	rings	and	bracelets	and	-	and	use	18.	Approaching	Standards	2pts.	Somebody	in	fear	and	in	panic	calls	on	your	cell	phone	asking	for	your	help.	Now,	you	are	already	given	your	free	tickets	for	the	stage	play.	STEVENSON:	(TO	HERSELF,	ON	THE	SECOND	RING)	Oh,	where	is	she?	Pronounce	them
correctly.	But,	listen	--	CHIEF	OPERATOR:	(FILTER)	(INTERRUPTING)	And	your	telephone	number,	please?	I	cannot	hear	you.	247-248	Group	5:	pp.	243-244	Group	3:	pp.	Online	References	Quarter:	THIRD	Theme:	Connecting	to	the	World	Sub-Theme:	Through	Technology	Performance	Standard:	The	learner	skillfully	performs	in	one-act	play	through
utilizing	effective	verbal	and	non-verbal	strategies	and	ICT	resources	based	on	the	following	criteria:	Focus,	Voice,	Delivery,	and	Dramatic	Conventions.	You	mean	to	tell	me	I	can't	report	that	there's	gonna	be	a	murder	without	getting	tied	up	in	all	this	red	tape?	Stevenson	is	an	invalid	confined	to	her	bed	and	her	only	life	line	was	the	telephone.
STEVENSON:	Plaza	4-2295.	The	Philippine	Educational	Theater	Association‘s	(PETA)	latest	offering,	―Rak	of	Aegis‖,	uses	Aegis‘s	songs	in	the	key	of	sawi	to	tell	a	story	of	human	resilience	and	recovery	after	a	devastating	natural	calamity.	A	1.	?	Terribly	sorry.	Students	fail	to	pronounce	one	word	with	th	sound	correctly.	__________	8.	LEARNING
TASKS	Introduction:	How	would	you	recount	a	story	that	captured	your	interest?	MRS.	SERGEANT	MARTIN:	(FILTER)	(GIVING	HER	THE	"BRUSH	OFF")	Well,	we'll	take	care	of	it.	RINGS	FOUR	TIMES	OPERATOR:	(ON	FILTER)	Your	call,	please?	I	argued	with	Mrs.	B2.	STEVENSON:	Well,	thank	you.	(LM	in	English,	p.237)	The	Telephone	by	Edward
Field	My	happiness	depends	on	an	electric	appliance	And	I	do	not	mind	giving	it	so	much	credit	With	life	in	this	city	being	what	it	is	Each	person	separated	from	friends	Pair	Work:	1.	Would	you	be	willing	enough	to	face	danger	just	to	help	somebody	in	trouble?	This	play	directed	by	Dexter	M.	Analyze	the	radio	play	and	relate	it	to	actual	experiences
in	the	modern	world	2.	why	doesn't	she	...?	STEVENSON:	(SUDDENLY	BURSTING	OUT)	Oh,	no.	Conduct	research	on	the	contact	information	of	the	local	agencies.	Reference:	42.	2.	Summarize	and	reflect	on	the	topic	by	writing	their	own	quotation	II.	It's	so	late	...	NO	ANSWER	MRS.	What	is	Romeo‘s	fear	?	You're	so	stupid!	SOUND:	SHE	SLAMS
DOWN	THE	RECEIVER.	Signed,	Elbert.	Oh,	for	heaven's	sake,	who	is	this?	Is	there	anyone	there	to	receive	the	message?	efficiently	works	5.	STEVENSON:	I	can	--	I	can	hear	him.	SOUND:	SHE	SOBS,	MUTTERS,	AND	DIALS	THE	OPERATOR	...	Conflict	5.	com/2012/08/MonsoonEmergency	PH.html	Source:	lic-service-emergency-hotlines-in-the-
philippines/	13.	4.	some	trick	..	And	you've	got	to	get	in	touch	with	...	STEVENSON:	Oh,	you--!	You--!	SOUND:	SHE	SLAMS	DOWN	THE	RECEIVER	HARD	MRS.	GSATE	WECR	60.	Five-three	North	Sutton	Place.	Afterwards	the	teacher	will	reveal	the	complete	question.	The	poster	is	acceptably	attractive	though	it	may	be	a	bit	messy.	The	data
visualization	formats	chosen	showcase	the	data,	but	some	may	make	it	difficult	for	the	viewer	to	understand	the	points.	CITY	SCHOOLS	DIVISION	OF	TAYABAS	Tayabas	City	LESSON	EXEMPLAR	Grade	9-English	I.	STEVENSON:	(DESPERATELY)	But	you've	got	to	hear	me.	STEVENSON:	And	there	was	a	private	patrolman	on	the	street.	It's	some	trick
--	some	fiendish	trick	--	SOUND:	SHE	DIALS	OPERATOR	...	Which	is	its	effect	on	you?	I	know	it's	busy...	You	will	be	given	a	chance	to	have	a	free	ticket	to	one	of	these	Filipino	stage	plays.	Oh...	Why	doesn't	she	answer?	7.	143-145,	July	2000	40.	I	can't.	This	...	293)	CARD	1	You	are	15.	SERGEANT	MARTIN:	(FILTER)	And	your	address?	(IMPATIENT
AT	THE	THIRD	RING)	Oh	...!	SOUND:	OPERATOR	FINALLY	PICKS	UP	OPERATOR:	(FILTER)	Your	call,	please?	Hell--?	30.	Duffy	11.	STEVENSON:	(DESPERATELY):	I	don't	know!	But	there	must	be	someone	to	protect	people	beside	the	police	department!	A	-	a	-	a	--	detective	agency	--	a	--	OPERATOR:	(FILTER)	You	will	find	agencies	listed	in	the
Classified	Directory.	Group	yourselves	into	three,	act	out	the	first	part	of	the	play	Romeo	and	Juliet.	43.	OPERATOR:	(FILTER)	I	will	connect	you	with	the	Chief	Operator.	2.	I	don't	care	what	he	says	--	or	what	the	expense	is	--	I'm	a	sick	woman	...	Directions	are	indicated	based	on	the	actor‘s	perspective.	Deviation	from	meaningful	interaction
Abstraction:	TASK	4:	DIFFERENTIATED	ACTIVITIES	Form	five	groups	to	work	on	these	activities:	Group	1	–	ACTORS	In	a	role	play,	show	the	proper	etiquette	when	using	a	cell	phone	and	telephone.	I	was	a	patient	in	your	hospital	two	years	ago.	Be	creative.	Sources:	Activity:	TASK	2:	WHERE’S	MY	SEAT?	Online	References	Quarter:	THIRD	Theme:
Connecting	to	the	World	Sub-Theme:	Making	a	Difference	Performance	Standard:	The	learner	skillfully	performs	in	one-act	play	through	utilizing	effective	verbal	and	non-verbal	strategies	and	ICT	resources	based	on	the	following	criteria:	Focus,	Voice,	Delivery,	and	Dramatic	Conventions.	Recognize	faulty	logic,	unsupported	facts,	and	emotional
appeal	in	statements	and	advertisements	2.	Encircle	the	letter	of	the	answer	that	best	completes	the	statements.	Extreme	preference	for	cell	phone	d.	"Bona"	is	a	contemporary	stage	adaptation	of	the	1980	Lino	Brocka	movie	classic,	with	Domingo	taking	on	the	iconic	film	role	of	veteran	actress	Nora	Aunor.	Promote	openness	and	transparency	in
evaluating	statements	and	advertisements	commonly	encountered	II.	STEVENSON:	Idiot!	Oh,	now,	why	did	I	hang	up	the	phone	like	that?	STEVENSON:	Well,	everything's	wrong!	I	haven't	had	one	bit	of	satisfaction	out	of	one	call	I've	made	this	evening!	The	whole	world	could	be	murdered	for	all	you	people	care.	It's	a	trick	of	some	kind.	The	synopsis
is	told	in	present	tense	and	in	third	person.	It's	a	very	small,	private,	and	exclusive	hospital	where	I	had	my	appendix	out	two	years	ago.		Stage	directions	sometimes	provide	information	about	what	is	happening	on	stage	in	the	background,	away	from	the	main	action.
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